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1. Introduction 
The hypotheses of o-minimality and strong minimality have yielded rich model- 
theoretic consequences. The models in each of these classes are characterized by the 
property that the definable sets in one variable in any elementarily equivalent structure 
are exactly those which are quantifier-free definable in some “basic” reduct of the 
given structure. In the case of o-minimal@ the reduct is a total order, and in strong 
minimal&y it is just equality. Our goal here is to begin to investigate what results hold 
if all the structures to be considered are appropriately “minimal” expansions of some 
other basic relational structure. We are guided in our work by the criteria that the 
basic structures have mathematically interesting minimal expansions and that the class 
of minimal expansions has some reasonable model theory analogous to that available 
in the motivating contexts. 
Our choice of basic structures is influenced by some as yet unpublished work on 
Jordan groups, due to Adeleke, Neumann, and the first author [l-3,20]. We now sketch 
this work in some detail for readers unfamiliar with it. Let (G;X) be a permutation 
group, that is, G is a permutation group on a set X. If A cX, then GcA), respec- 
tively GIAl, denotes the pointwise, respectively setwise, stabilizer of A in G. The 
permutation group is called primitive if there does not exist a non-trivial G-invariant 
partition of X. It is said to be k-transitive, where k E N, if G is transitive on 
the set of ordered k-tuples of distinct elements of X, and is called highly transi- 
tive if it is k-transitive for all k E N. A subset A c X is a Jordan set for (G;X) 
if IAl > 1 and GCXiA) is transitive on A. The set A is called a proper Jordan set 
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in case it also satisfies the condition that if JX \ AJ = k E N then (G; X) is not 
(k + 1 )-transitive. We say that (G;X) is a Jordan group if it contains a proper Jordan 
set. 
We list below some examples of Jordan groups. They all are automorphism groups 
of structures. 
1. Automorphism groups of certain Steiner systems. For example, if V is a vector 
space over a field F, then in the action of PGL( V, F) on PG( V, F) the complement of 
any proper subspace of V is a Jordan set. 
2. Any proper open interval of (Q, <) is a Jordan set for Aut (Q, <). Similar 
examples arise from the betweenness relation, the circular order, and the (quatemary) 
separation relation derived from a total order. 
3. In certain sufficiently homogeneous trees, for example, the 2-homogeneous trees 
of Droste [B], there are many Jordan sets for the automorphism group of the tree. 
Here, and throughout the paper, by a tree we mean a partial order (r, <) which 
is not a total order, and which also satisfies the conditions that any two elements 
have a common lower bound under < and that the predecessors of any 
element are totally ordered by <. If s,t E T are incomparable, we denote this 
by sllf. 
Let us be more precise. If (r, < ) is a tree, then by [B] there is a unique (over 
T) smallest meet-semilattice (T+, < ) containing (T, < ). The ramijication points of 
(T+, d ) are the elements u A v of T+ where U, v E T and u]Jv. If t E T+ is a 
ramification point of (T+, < , ) then the relation Et on {n E T : u > 1) given by 
uE,v ifandonlyif t#uAv 
is easily seen to be an equivalence relation. The Et equivalence classes are called the 
cones of T at the node t. If (T, < ) is sufficiently homogeneous - for example, if it 
is a 2-homogeneous tree of [B] - then the union of any set of cones at a node is a 
Jordan set. 
4. Much as in (3), there are many Jordan sets for the automorphism group of what 
is called a B-structure in [2,3]. A B-structure is a structure whose domain is that of 
a tree (T, < ) and whose only relation is the ternary betweenness relation B(x; Y,z) 
induced on T by < which has the intended meaning that y lies on the path in T 
joining x and z. 
5. For this example, we make a definition from [2] that is central to this paper. 
Definition 1.1. A C-structure is a structure (M, C) satisfying the universal closures of 
the following formulas: 
(Cl) C(KY,Z) + C(x;z,y); 
(C2) C(&Y,Z) + 7C(y;v); 
(C3) C(x; y,z) + C(w;y,z) v C(x;w,z); 
(C4) x # .Y + (%)(Y # z A C(K Y,Z))G 
(C5) (S)(jY)(X # Y)* 
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Let (T, Q ) be an infinite tree with the property that there are incomparable el- 
ements above any node of the tree. The set M of maximal chains of T witn the 
ternary relation C(x; y,z) induced on M by demanding that y and z branch above 
where x and y (or equivalently, z) branch is clearly a C-structure. In fact, more is 
true. 
Lemma 1.1 (Adeleke and Neumann [3]). Let A? = (M,C) be a C-structure. Then 
there is a Q-definable equivalence relation N on distinct pairs of elements of M and 
a O-definable binary relation < on the set of equivalence classes T such that (T, <) 
is a tree which is a meet-semilattice and A is isomorphic to a dense set of chains 
of T with the induced C-relation. 
Proof. Full details are given in [3]. We just define N and <. For N, we have 
(al,az) N (bl,&) e C(at;bt,&) A TC(az;bl,bz) 
A TC(bl;at,az) A ~C(bz;ar,az). 
The relation (a, b) N (c,d) is intended to say that a and b meet at the same node of T 
as c and d. Let the --equivalence class of the pair (al,a2) be denoted by [(al,az)]_. 
Then < is given by 
We will avail ourselves liberally of Lemma 1 .l throughout the paper. We note that 
in [3] Adeleke and Neumann also include the axiom VyVz3xC(n; y,z) in their definition 
of a C-structure. This sentence asserts that for any pair of branches in the C-structure 
there is another element of the structure that branches below where the pair branches. 
We do not demand that this axiom holds here, and we note that it is not used essentially 
in the proof of Lemma 1.1 in [3]. 
Let (T, < ) be the tree obtained from a C-structure A as in Lemma 1.1 and let 
t E T. Then, just as in (3) above, we can define an equivalence relation E, on the set 
of all elements of M that pass through t by letting aErb hold if and only if the chains 
a and b branch at an element w E T such that w > t. Here we also call the E1 classes 
cones of M at the node t E T. 
Returning now to Jordan sets, we observe that if a C-structure 4 is sufficiently 
homogeneous, then the union of any set of cones at a node t E T of the tree ob- 
tained via Lemma 1 .l is a Jordan set. There also may be other Jordan sets in A’. 
To illustrate, let I be an open interval in a maximal chain contained in (T, < ), and 
let Sz be the set of cones in M which are at nodes of I and which do not meet 
I. Then D = UB may be a Jordan set. Similar remarks apply to B-structures as 
well. 
6. Adeleke and Neumann also give axioms in [3] for what they refer to there as 
D-structures. In a B-structure there is a natural quatemary relation D induced on the 
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set of directions saying roughly that the paths joining each of the first two to each 
of the second two have non-trivial intersection. D-structures (M,D) arise as the set M 
of directions in a B-structure together with the induced relation D. In fact, in analogy 
with (5) it is shown in [3] that any D-structure is isomorphic to a dense set of “one- 
way chains” in some B-structure with an induced quatemary relation. D-structures have 
Jordan sets which are closely related to those discussed above in (3)-(5). We refer 
the reader to [3] for more details. 
Cameron also considers B-, C-, and D-structures in [5,6], where they are denoted, 
respectively, by U,, aT,,, and T,,. Quantifier elimination results, based on the Fraisse 
method, have been obtained in [6,9] for the theories of sufficiently well-behaved struc- 
tures in classes (3)-(6). We remark as well that all of the structures in (2)-(6) are 
unstable. 
The link between the work on Jordan groups and this paper - more is said in the 
detailed description of the contents of this paper that follows - has its origins in the 
results obtained in [2]. It is shown there that if (G;X) is a primitive Jordan group 
such that there is a proper Jordan set A c X on which GcXiA) is primitive, then either 
there is a G-invariant structure on X of one of the types (2)-(6) above or (G;X) is 
highly transitive. More recently, these results have been extended in [l], where it is 
shown that a primitive Jordan group - not necessarily with a primitive Jordan set - 
preserves one of the structures of types (l)-(6), or a “limit” of Steiner systems or of 
B- or D-relations (and these limit structures have been shown to exist by Adeleke). 
These results suggest that the structures in (3)-(6) behave in some way like (Q, <) 
and so might be good candidates for structures of the kind on which we might be able 
to base interesting variants of o-minimality (the Jordan structures all are unstable). 
In fact, this paper and [14] support the claim that minimality based on C-structures 
largely satisfy the criteria we set at the outset, and that it is the only one of all the 
possibilities that does. This claim will become clearer in the outline of our results that 
we now present. 
The main result of Section 2, Theorem 2.3, provides some further motivation for 
focusing on appropriately minimal expansions of the Jordan structures as candidates for 
variants of o-minimal&y, and in particular on C-structures. Kueker and Steitz [ 18,191 
give several equivalent conditions for an w-categorical structure to be prime over what 
we call a self-definable subset. We restate this result as Theorem 2.1. These conditions 
are satisfied, for example, by all self-definable subsets of a stable structure, the rational 
order (CI, < ), and a countable homogeneous C-structure. Theorem 2.3 states that if all 
self-definable subsets of an o-categorical structure with trivial algebraic closure satisfy 
these conditions, then any infinite/coinfinite definable subset of the structure contains 
an infinite proper Jordan set under the automorphism group of the structure. Among 
the Jordan structures that fall under the scope of the theorem are the rational order and 
countable homogeneous C- and D-structures. Thus, the Jordan structures might arise 
in considering questions about prime models, and in fact Theorem 2.3 directly led to 
Theorem 3.5 concerning the existence and uniqueness of prime models over subsets of 
certain C-structures. 
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Sections 3 and 4, which contain the most important results of the paper, have as 
their focus: 
Definition 1.2. A C-minimal structure is an expansion A = (M, C,. . .) of a C- 
structure (M, C) such that for every M G _M, every definable subset of N is quantifier- 
free definable in (N,C). 
Observe that C-minimality is the analogue of strong o-minimality; unlike in the o- 
minimal situation, we show in Section 3 that there is an expansion of C-structures 
M = (M, C,. . .) such that every definable subset of M is quantifier-free definable in 
(MC) but that the same need not hold for every _,V = ,R (Example 3.3). As a 
consequence of some more general results (following a suggestion of Pillay), we show 
in Theorem 3.2 that C-minimal structures do not have the independence property. 
Although we provide an example of a C-minimal structure whose theory does not 
have a prime model (Example 3.1), we also prove in Theorem 3.5 that sufficiently 
well-behaved pure C-structures - that is, structures of the form (M, C) - have prime 
models over arbitrary subsets that are unique up to isomorphism over the given subset. 
In Section 4, we turn to C-minimal groups and fields, i.e., groups and fields in 
which the algebraic operations are compatible with the underlying C-structure (see 
Definitions 4.1 and 4.2). In Examples 4.1 and 4.2, and as a consequence of Theorem 
4.9, we show that there are very natural examples of C-minimal groups. In Theo- 
rems 454.7 we develop some structure theory for such groups that is almost satis- 
factory. Theorem 4.9 establishes that any non-trivially valued algebraically closed field 
can be equipped with a natural C-relation via the valuation such that the result is a 
C-minimal field. One of the major results of [14] establishes the converse, that any 
C-minimal field must be of this form. Even though the general model theory of C- 
minimal structures is not completely smooth, as we demonstrate in Section 3, in [14] 
cell-decomposition and some dimension theory are developed. 
In the final section of the paper, Section 5, we discuss appropriately minimal group 
expansions of other basic structures. We completely classify minimal groups based on 
an underlying cyclical ordering (Theorem 5.1; the sufficiency of the condition in the 
classification was shown first (with a different proof) by Francois Lucas), but do not 
pursue the model theory of such structures because it would be too much like that for 
o-minimal structures. We also show that no tree can support an appropriately minimal 
group (Theorem 5.4). Thus, with the exception of minimality based on D-structures, 
which we do not pursue, our results and those of [14] make a convincing case that, of 
all the Jordan structures that arise in the work of Adeleke and Neumann, C-structures 
provide the best variant of o-minimality. We conclude by examining group expansions 
of two well-behaved structures that can be built via Fraisse constructions, namely 
the countable universal homogeneous partially ordered set and the random graph. In 
each case, we obtain some partial restrictions on such groups (Proposition 5.7 and 
Theorem 5.8), although the results are far from definitive. We also show that the 
exchange property holds for all appropriately minimal expansions of the random graph 
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(Theorem 5.9), which then shows that a notion of dimension is possible for the class 
of such structures. 
Our model-theoretic terminology is standard. We denote structures by script letters 
A,&-,... and we use the corresponding Roman capitals to refer to their domains. 
Subsets of structures are denoted by ,4,&X, Y, . . ._ If A is a set and Z is a tuple of 
elements of A, then we sometimes write GC A instead of a E Alh(“), where lb(Z) 
denotes the length of 5. 
2. Jordan groups 
Recall that a permutation group (G;X) is closed if G is the full automorphism group 
of some first-order structure on X. If J%’ is a structure and A c M, we say that A is 
self-dejnable if A is definable in JZ with parameters which are elements of A. We 
first quote a result of [ 191. 
Theorem 2.1 (Kueker and Steitz [19, Corollary 1.101). Let 4 be a countable o- 
categorical structure and let A c M be self--definable. The following are equivalent: 
(i) (AutJZ{A);A) is closed; 
(ii) for every k < w and formula +(X, C) with lh (i) = k and EcM, the set 
$(Mk, C) fl Ak is A-dejnable; 
(iii) for all n < w, every n-type over A realized in &Y is isolated; 
(iv) JZ is prime over A. 
Other similar conditions may be added. There also are some implications that hold 
if the set A is definable but not self-definable. These points, and much more in the 
case that +4! is uncountable and saturated, are examined in detail in [ 18,191. Most of 
the implications in Theorem 2.1 are standard. The new one is (ii) + (iii), the proof 
of which is a small adaptation of the proof of Lemma 2.10 of [28]. We call a self- 
definable subset of an o-categorical structure good if it satisfies any, hence all, of the 
conditions (i)-(iv) above. We illustrate with several examples. 
Example 2.1. Let .& = (M,R) be the countable universal homogeneous graph intro- 
duced by Rado and discussed in [7], where R is the adjacency relation. Then no infinite 
proper self-definable subset of _4? is good since it is easily seen that condition (ii) of 
Theorem 2.1 always fails. 
Example 2.2. Let T be a stable theory, _4! k T, and A c M be &definable, where 
Z E M” for some n. It is well-known (see [21] or [30]) that if BcMk is definable then 
Ak II B is A U {Z}-definable. Hence, any self-definable subset of a stable o-categorical 
theory is good. 
Example 2.3. By quantifier-elimination, every self-definable subset of Q in (Q, < ) is 
good. Moreover, every definable subset satisfies (i), (iii), and (iv). 
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Example 2.4. Let (T, < ) be a 2-homogeneous countable tree in the sense of [8], that 
is, a countable tree for which every isomorphism between subsets of no more than two 
elements extends to an automorphism. Such trees are classified in [8], and are precisely 
those trees satisfying: every maximal chain is isomorphic to (Q, < ); either every node 
of T is a ramification point or none are; and, the number n of cones at a ramification 
point satisfies 2 <n <No and is independent of the choice of ramification point. It is 
clear that all cones in (T, G ) are definable (although not self-definable) and satisfy (i), 
(iii), and (iv). It also is easy to see that the union of all cones at a ramification point 
is self-definable and good. Let a E T and A = {x E T: ~<a}. Then (obviously) A is 
self-definable, and it is not difficult to verify that A is good if and only if (T, < ) is a 
meet-semilattice (that is, all ramification points of T lie in T). 
Example 2.5. Let .I# = (M, C) be the C-structure consisting of all maximal chains in 
a countable 2-homogeneous tree (T, <) which is a meet-semilattice. It is shown in [6] 
(see also [5]) that Th (A) admits elimination of quantifiers and is o-categorical (this 
follows because the class of finite substructures of M has the amalgamation property). 
The definable subsets of M are boolean combinations of sets of the following kinds: 
(i) a singleton; 
(ii) a cone at a node; 
(iii) the union of the set of all cones at a node; 
(iv) {x E M x and a meet at a point of I}, where a E A4 and I is an interval of a 
unbounded below and possibly bounded above with least upper bound t in (T, < ). 
Observe that in (iv) we regard a and x as both elements of &Y and as subsets of 
T. This will be our tacit practice throughout the paper. Notice that sets defined by 
a formula C(x; a, b), where a, b E M and a # 6, are of type (iv) with I bounded 
above by the node at which a and b meet, and that sets of type (iii) are defined by 
formulas X(x;u, b). Also, a formula C(u;x, b), where a, b E M and a # b defines a 
cone at the node at which a and b meet, and X(u;x, b) yields a set of type (iv) in 
which I is bounded and closed above. Thus, modulo finite sets and their complements, 
every definable subset of it4 actually is a positive boolean combination of sets of 
types (ii)-( We note also that some sets in the list - for example cones - are not 
self-definable, but it can be checked that all self-definable subsets of .B are good (e.g., 
use condition (iii) in Theorem 2.1). 
Notice also by quantifier elimination that & is C-minimal, and hence that the de- 
scription of the definable sets in .M just given actually describes the definable subsets 
of the domain of any C-minimal structure. 
The next example deals with a model-theoretically well-behaved expansion of a 
strongly minimal set. 
Example 2.6. Let V be an No-dimensional vector space over GF (2) equipped with 
a non-degenerate symplectic form ( , ), that is a bilinear form ( , ) : V x V + GF (2) 
satisfying (u, u) = 0 for all u E V and for all u E V \ (0) there is some w E V such 
that (u, w) # 0. Let &Z = (V, f, 0, R), where (V, +, 0) is the additive group of V and 
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R is a two-place relation such that R(u, w) holds if and only if (v, w) = 1. This is one 
of the unstable w-categorical smoothly approximated structures investigated in [16]. By 
Witt’s Theorem (see [4], for example), JZ admits elimination of quantifiers. We now 
assert hat an infinite self-definable subset A of J? is good if and only if acl(A) = V. 
The implication from right-to-left is trivial (and indeed is generalized in Proposi- 
tion 2.2 below). For the other direction, we first recall the standard fact that V has a 
canonical basis B = {ei: i E CO} U {h: i E co} satisfying (ei,ej) = (fi, fj) = 0 for all 
i,j E o and 
Now suppose that A is an infinite self-definable subset of V given by the formula 
~(Vl,..., ak), where al,..., ak E A, such that V \ acl(A) # 0. We may assume that 
A is algebraically closed by w-categoricity and hence that it is a subspace of V. So let 
u E V \A. To show that A is not good, we prove that t (0, A) is not isolated. To this end, 
suppose that X is a set defined by the formula $(x,br,, . . , b,), where br, . . . . b, E A, 
and that u E X. We must find a formula 0 (x) with parameters from A so that both 
+ A 8 and rl/ A 70 are non-empty. 
We require the following more general observation. Suppose that y (x, cl,. . . ,cn) is 
a formula in the language of & that defines an infinite subset of V and that w E 
y(Kc1,...,c,)\ (Cl,..., c,). Let Eo, respectively Es, be the set of indices of elements 
of {ei : i E w}, respectively {fi : i E o}, that appear when w,cr,. . . ,c, are written 
as linear combinations of members of B, and let K > max(Ec U Fo). By quantifier 
elimination for A, it is an easy matter to verify that 
if uE (B\{ei,fi: i<K}) then w+uE~(~‘,c~,...,c,). 
Using this fact together with A being an infinite-dimensional subspace of Y, we see 
that if p is chosen sufficiently large then ep E A. Now let p be greater than any of 
the indices of elements in {ei: i E co} that appear in u,al,. . . , ak,bl,. . . , b,,, and let e(x) 
be (x,ep) = 0. Then although both u and u + fp satisfy $, we see that only one of u 
and u + f,, satisfies 8. This finishes the proof. 
The right-to-left implication is true more generally. 
Proposition 2.2. Let Jlr be w-categorical. Zf A c N is injinite and self-definable, and 
acl (A ) = N, then A is good 
This suggests the following problem: Classify all w-categorical structures Jf with 
the property that acl (A) = N for all infinite self-definable A C N. 
A structure JZ is said to have trivial algebraic closure if acl (A) = A for all A c M. 
Theorem 2.3. Let A be an o-categorical structure with trivial algebraic closure and 
suppose that every self-definable subset of M is good. Then every injnite, coinfinite 
definable subset of M contains an infinite proper Jordan set under Aut (A), 
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To prove the theorem, we require the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.4. Let N be a countable structure and let B be an infinite, coinjnite subset 
of N satisfying 
(i) all elements of N \ B have the same type over B, and 
(ii) for all n -C w, all n-types over B which are realized in .M are isolated. 
Then N \ B is a proper Jordan set for Aut (JV). 
Proof. Since all elements of N \ B have the same type over B, it suffices to show that 
if ;I, & E (N \ B)” have the same type over B, then there is some g E Aut (M)(B) so 
that Zig = &. We do this via a back-and-forth argument. Let bl E N \ (B U {Cl } ) and 
let cp (27; E) and + (X, y; d) isolate t (ai, B) and t (& bl, B), respectively. Since 
and JV k rp(&;E), there is some b2 E N \ B so that JV k J/(&, b2;d)). So 
t(Glbl,B) = t(&bz,B), as required. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let B be an infinite, coinfinite definable subset of ~8 and let 
A = M \ B. Certainly, A is definable over some finite F c M. It follows easily that 
there is an infinite, coinfinite F-definable Al c M so that A U F c Al and all elements 
of M \ A, have the same type over F. 
Choose b E A4 \ Al, and let cp (x, E), where E E A:, isolate t(b,Al). If cp (MC) = 
M \A,, then we are done by Lemma 2.4. So we assume that cp (M, E) is a proper subset 
of M \A,. Then there are Ei in A:, for i indexed by some I, all having the same type 
over F so that 
(The union is disjoint because each formula isolates a type over Al .) It follows that 
there is an F-definable equivalence relation El on M \ Al whose classes are the sets 
cp (M, Ei) for i E I. Observe that since JZ has trivial algebraic losure, each set cp (M, Ei) 
is infinite. 
Let A2 = A4 \ cp (M,ci,) for some chosen io E I. So A2 is F U {Ei,}-definable, and, 
since A2 > Al, is self-definable. If every element of M \ A2 satisfies the same type over 
AZ, then once again we finish by Lemma 2.4. If not, we obtain an F U {Ei,}-definable 
equivalence relation on M \ A2 = cp (M, 4 ) just as we obtained El. This equivalence 
relation can be extended to an F-definable equivalence relation on M \ Al that properly 
refines El. We could then continue this process to obtain an F-definable Es properly 
refining E2, and so on. But by w-categoricity there are finitely many 2-types over F, 
and so the process must terminate with some self-definable infinite, coinfinite subset 
A, > Ai for all i < n so that all elements of A4 \ A,, satisfy the same type over A,. 
Applying Lemma 2.4, we are done. 0 
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We remark that the proof of Theorem 2.3 goes through even if B is not coinfinite, but 
in this case it may not be possible to avoid the non-triviality condition in the definition 
of a proper Jordan set. As an example, consider a countable set with equality as its 
only relation, 
We note also that the Adeleke-Neumann theorems are useful for describing imprimi- 
tive structures that satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3. If & satisfies the hypotheses 
of the theorem, then by trivial algebraic closure the classes of any Aut &!-congruence 
are infinite definable sets and so contain Jordan sets. Thus, the classes of the mini- 
mal Aut M-congruences, which exist by o-categoricity, must have induced on them 
primitive Jordan groups. In fact, the classes themselves must be proper Jordan sets. 
We conclude by briefly examining which of the structures corresponding to known 
families of Jordan groups satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3. First suppose that A 
is o-categorical and there is an Aut M-invariant Steiner system s(t, k, u) on A4 with t E 
N and t < k, where u is the number of points in the structure, k is the cardinality, finite 
or infinite, of the set of points incident with any block, and any t points lie on a unique 
block. It is easily verified in this case that & has non-trivial algebraic closure. To see 
this, choose xl,. . . , -L--~~Y~,Y~+I,w~+I in such a way that {xI,...,x~-I,,~,Y~+I} and 
{XI,..., x,_~,z,,z~+~} lie in distinct blocks. Then xi E acl{xz ,..., ~,_-l,~~,y~+~,z,,z~+~). 
On the other hand, one can check that countable dense linear orders, dense linear 
betweenness relations, and dense circular and separation relations satisfy the hypotheses 
of Theorem 2.3. It also is not difficult to verify this for some countable homogeneous 
C- and D-structures, such as the D-structures arising from 2-homogeneous trees. For 2- 
homogeneous trees which are not meet-semilattices there are self-definable sets which 
are not good as noted in Example 2.4, and an analogous statement is true for B- 
relations. If a tree is a meet-semilattice then algebraic closure is non-trivial, and a 
similar assertion holds for B-relations. The remaining 2-transitive but not 3-transitive 
Jordan groups constructed by Adeleke are not easily described, and we have not verified 
if the corresponding structures satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3. 
3. Some general model theory for C-minimal structures 
We begin with some generalities. If 4 is a structure for a first-order language L 
and L+ an extension of L, we let M+ denote an expansion of ./Z to L+. The next 
definition clearly is motivated by o-minimality. 
Definition 3.1. The structure A+ is called A-minimal (respectively, almost A- 
minimal) if for every M + G A+, every set definable in _M+ is definable in J1’ = 
Jlr+j~. by a quantifier-free formula (respectively, is definable in +V). A complete theory 
T is (almost) A-minimal if some model of T is. 
Obviously, &-minimal@ implies almost &-minimal@. We also emphasize that A- 
minimal&y and almost A-minimality are properties of a theory and not of a structure. 
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Lemma 3.1. Let A?+ = (M,. . .) be almost d-minimal. Then, for every l-type q+ 
over M in Th.,@ there is a l-type q over M in Th.& so that qf and q have the 
same realizations in any JV+ 2 A?+. 
Proof. For every L+(M)-formula cp+(x,Z) E q +, there is an L(M)-formula cp(x,a) so 
that 
A+ l= vx((cp+(x,a) ++ cp(x,i)). 
We then take q = {cp(x,G): cp+(x,Z) E q+}. Cl 
Recall that a complete L-theory T has the strict order property if there is a formula 
cp( .& y), some JZ b T, and Cr, E M IhCx) for n < CD, so that for all m,n < w we have 
J? + 3y(q(c7,, y) A -cp(&, y)) if and only if n < m. 
Also, T has the independence property if there is a formula cp( X, y), some ./Y k T, 
and a, E Mlh(‘) for n < o, so that for all S c o there is some bs E M satisfying 
J? k &a,,, bs) if and only if n E S. 
(Note that these are not the definitions given in [30, Ch.21 but are shown subsequently 
(Chapter 4) to be equivalent to the definitions.) Lastly, if JH + Jlr and M CA c N, 
then a type q( 2) over A is a coheir of a type p(X) over M if q 3 p and q is finitely 
satisfiable in 4. By a result of Poizat (see also [21, Ch. 7]), a complete theory T has 
the independence property if and only if for any K 2 1 T 1 there is some JZ b T with 
[MI = tc, some Jf t .&Z, and a l-type p(x) over M so that 
I {q: q is a type over N that is a coheir of p}) 2 22K. 
Theorem 3.2. Let ~9 and JV+ be as above, and let T = Th& and T+ = Th&. 
Suppose that A?+ is almost A-minimal. Then: 
(i) T has the strict order property if and only if T+ does; 
(ii) T has the independence property if and only if T+ does; 
(iii) Zf T is A-stable then Tt is, for any infinite cardinal A. 
Moreover, if A+ is A-minimal then in each of (i) and (ii) the equivalence can be 
strengthened by demanding that the property in question be witnessed in a model of 
T by quantijer-free L-formulas, and similarly for (iii). 
Proof. In (i) and (ii), it is clear that if T has the property in question, then so does 
T+. So we concentrate on the reverse implications. 
For (i), we assume that T+ has the strict order property. Then there is some suf- 
ficiently saturated Jlr+ + T+, a formula cp (X, y), and ii, E Nth(‘) for n < co, so 
that 
{c EN: Jft /= (p(&,c)} ~{c EN: Jlr+ k cp(&,t,c)} for all n < o. 
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By almost J-minimal&y, for each n < w there is an L-formula $” ( iin, y) and 6, E 
Nlh(lin) so that 
By compactness we may suppose that all the & are the same formula $ ( ii, y). But 
then clearly the sequence ti ( &, y), n < o, witnesses the strict order property in J. 
Now we assume that T+ has the independence property and show that T does also. 
Suppose that Jf+ k Tf has power K and that 9?+ % JV+. Let pf be a l-type over 
.P and let {qz : a < 22K} be coheirs of p+ over @. Applying Lemma 3.1, there is a 
l-type p over JV and 1 -types qar over 9, for c1 < 22K, which have the same realizations 
in any elementary extension of 8?+ as, respectively, pi and the qz, a < 22K. We also 
may assume that all types are complete and that p c qor for all a < 22”. It is easy to 
see that the qol over 4e+, for a < 22K, are distinct coheirs of p, and so that T has the 
independence property. 
For (iii), the implication is just like the proof just given that if T+ has the indepen- 
dence property then so does T. The last statement is clear. q 
For the remainder of this section, we restrict our attention to C-minimal structures, 
i.e., structures _,#Z = (A4,C,. . .), where C is a C-relation on M3, which are minimal 
with respect to (n/r, C). By Lemma 1.1, we frequently view A4 as a dense set of 
maximal chains in the underlying tree (T ,< ) which is interpretable in (A4, C). Note 
that if 4 is C-minimal, then the definable subsets of M in .M are precisely finite 
boolean combinations of sets from the classes (i)-(iv) given in Example 2.5. 
Lemma 3.3. Let .k = (M,C) be a (pure) C-structure. Then no quantifier-free for- 
mula can witness the independence property in A. 
Proof. If X, Y c M are definable in 4 and are both of type (i), (ii), or (iii) as given 
in Example 2.5, then either X c Y, Y c X, or X 0 Y = 0. In the case that X, Y c M 
are definable in J? and of type (iv), if X fl Y, X \ Y, and Y \ X all are non-empty, 
then X U Y = M. Using these facts and, as pointed out in Example 2.5, that modulo 
a finite set any quantifier-free definable set in JZ is the finite union of intersections of 
finitely many sets of types (ii)- it is routine but tedious to finish the proof of the 
lemma. 0 
Proposition 3.4. If ~2 is C-minimal, then Al has the strict order property but does 
not have the independence property. 
Proof. The second assertion is a consequence of Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.3. The 
first follows by Lemma 1.1. 0 
The following example illustrates how we cannot in general expect the existence 
(even over 8) of prime models of C-minimal theories. Theorem 3.5, however, 
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establishes the existence and uniqueness of prime models over substructures for many 
C-minimal pure C-structures; it is motivated directly by Theorem 2.3. 
Example 3.1. Let M = (0, 1)". For i E N, let Ei be the equivalence relation on M 
defined by 
Ei(st,sz) if and only if st(j) =82(j) for all j<i. 
Let Pi and Qi for i E N be unary predicates on M interpreted by 
Pi(s) if and only if s(i) = 0 
and 
Q(S) if and only if s(i) = 1. 
Also, we define a C-relation C on M3 by 
C(s;tl,tz) if and only if 3i E N(Ei(tl,t2) A lEi(s,t,)), 
and for each positive integer k a relation Rk on M3 by 
&(s, t, u) if and only if 
C(.S;t,U)A %‘,,..., wk_, EM A C(S; Wi, 24) A 
i<k 
A A CCwi;wj,U) 
icj<k 
A dw I,...,wk EM A C(S;Wi,U) A C(Wi;t,U) 
i<k+l 
A A C(Wi; Wj, 24) . 
i<j<k+l 
I 
Let J? = (MvPi,Qi, C,Rk)iEN,k>O. It is routine to check that JZ 
C(Wi; t, U> 
admits elimination 
of quantifiers, since any isomorphism between finite subsets of a saturated model JV of 
Th(M) extends to an automorphism of ~4’“. From this we see that any definable subset 
in a model of Th (M) is definable using only the C-relation. Since the same analysis 
can be carried out in a saturated model of Th(.M), we see that .M is C-minimal. 
However, it is also clear that there are no isolated 1 -types over Th (A) and hence that 
Th (JZ) does not have a prime model. 
We note that the construction given in Example 3.1 can be carried out more gen- 
erally. Let (Ei : i E I) be a sequence of equivalence relations on a set M, where I 
is a linearly ordered index set, such that Ej refines Ei whenever j > i and nicIEi is 
an equivalence relation on M all of whose classes are singletons. Then the definition 
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of the C-relation given in the example also yields a C-relation in this more general 
setting. 
Theorem 3.5. Let .nZ be a C-minimal C-structure for which all cones are Jordan sets 
for Aut _M and let T = Th (A?). Then for any X /= T and A c N, there is a model 
of T which is prime over A. If _4! is a pure C-structure - i.e., _/t = (M, C) - then 
the prime model is unique up to isomorphism over A. 
Proof (Existence). Let _M k T and A c N. We show that the set of isolated l-types 
over A is dense in the set of all l-types over A. Let cp (x, jj) be a formula and a E Alh( j’). 
The subset D of N defined in J by cp (x, a) is a finite boolean combination of sets of 
types (i)-(iv) described in Example 2.5. 
We first make several observations. For any finite A0 c A and b E N \ Ao, there is 
a cone CC N which contains b and is disjoint from Ao. From the hypothesis that any 
cone in .& is a Jordan set over its complement, we have that any cone in Jlr satisfies 
a complete l-type over its complement. In particular, every element of C satisfies the 
same l-type over Ao. Hence, b could not be algebraic over Ao, from which it fol- 
lows that acl (A) = A. Since we would be done if D were split by an A-definable set 
which is finite or cofinite, we also may suppose that this is not the case, or, equiva- 
lently, that D n A = 0. We also note that since any cone in J1/‘ satisfies a complete 
l-type over its complement, no set in 4” which is definable over A can split a cone 
in D. 
Since we always can replace D by an A-definable subset of D, we will at several 
points in the proof assert and verify that we can assume D has a certain form. The 
first of these claims is: 
Claim 3.5.1. We may assume that D is either the union of some A-dejinable (finite 
or cojinite) set of cones at a node of T or is given as an A-definable intersection of 
sets of types (i)-(iv). 
Proof. We begin with D being given as a finite union of finite intersections of 
sets or complements of types (i)-(iv). To simplify the analysis, we ignore all sets 
of the form x # b - these may be incorporated easily into what follows. By the 
remarks at the end of Example 2.5 and since D n A = 0, we need only consider 
unions of intersections of sets of types (ii)-( Note that we do not assume that 
these sets of types (ii)- have A-definitions. We want to show that 
there is an A-definable subset of D that can be written in the prescribed 
form. 
We first observe that each intersection E can be written as the disjoint union of two 
sets El and E2 as follows. Let c E M and I be an interval of T contained in c with 
endpoints in T U {ho} that may be open or closed below but which is open above. 
Next, let 
I(M) = {a E M: a meets c at some node of I}. 
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Note that the definition of I(M) does not depend on the choice of c. Observe now 
that if B,,B2 CM are of type (ii) or (iii), then either Br c B2, B2 c BI, or BI 13B2 = 0. 
Hence, we may suppose that in the intersection defining E, there is at most one set of 
type (ii) or (iii), consisting of either all cones or a single cone at some node u E T. 
Let ZE c T be the interval - open above - whose greatest lower bound is this node 
u (or -co if there is no such) and whose least upper bound is the infimum w of all 
nodes u E T as in the definition of sets of type (iv) in the intersection defining E (or 
00 if there are no such). We then set El = Z~(h4). If IE is unbounded above, then 
E2 = 8. Otherwise, if w is the least upper bound of ZE, then E2 consists of a set of 
cones or “truncated”, cones at w, where by a “truncated” cone we mean a cone C 
minus some finite number of cones or all cones at one or more nodes in C. 
We now write D as the union of such E’ = E! U Ei, where i = 1,. . . , m such that m 
is minimal, and hence that the sets E’ . 1, . . , ET are pairwise disjoint. (We leave details 
to the reader). Our aim is to show that we may take m = 1. 
Let vi denote the greatest lower bound of I E’, or in case 1~~ = 8, the infimum wi of 
Ei as given above. We caution that the same node may be the greatest lower bound 
of more than one interval 1~‘. Suppose first that some - hence unique - Vi0 = -co. 
Then, if w is the least upper bound of ZE,,,, it is easy to define 
Eio \ U{C: C is a cone at w}, 
in which case we would be done. So we assume now that all Vi # --cc. We partition 
{Vl,..., v,} into maximal disjoint rooted subtrees Ti, . . . , Te of T with roots ri,. . . , t-c E 
{VI,. . . ,um}. In particular, r-1 , . . . , t-e are pairwise incomparable. 
We now assert that we may take e = 1. This is proved by induction on L. Let 
r = t-1 A... A t-l, and let Cj denote the cone at r that contains rj for j = 1,. . . , f. 
Suppose first that A n Cj = 0 for all j. Then, since cones contained in the complement 
of A cannot be split A-definably, it follows that D = Cl U . . U Cf. In this case we 
clearly have e = 1 (and in fact are done). So we assume that G > 1 and A n Cj # 8 
for some j. Let a E A n Cj. Then the set 
D n Cj = {d E D: 3d’ E D C(d’;d,a)} 
is an A-definable subset of D in which the number of rooted subtrees is less than e, 
so we finish by induction. 
Let r denote the root of the subtree consisting of {vi : i = 1,. . . , m}. By what we 
just have shown, r is the greatest lower bound of one or more intervals IE8. We now 
argue that we may suppose r to be the greatest lower bound of only one interval ZEz. 
If C n A = 0 for all cones C at r having non-empty intersection with D, then by 
C-minimality D consists of the union of finitely or cofinitely many cones at r and we 
finish. If C is a cone at r with C n D # 0 and a E A n C, then {d E D: (3d’ E 
D) C(d’; d,a)} gives an A-definition of C n D in which case we reduce to r being 
the greatest lower bound of just one interval. So we now assume that r is the greatest 
lower bound of only one interval IEgo. 
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We now finish the proof of the claim by induction on the number k of sets of 
type (iv) in the intersection defining Eio. If k = 0, or equivalently the least upper 
bound w of I,, is co, then D consists of either a single cone or all cones at r and 
we are done. So we suppose that this is not the case, i.e., that k > 0, and that the 
conclusion of the claim holds for all j < k. 
Consider first the case in which A fl C = 8 for all cones C at w with C fl D # 8. 
Arguing as before, we see that CC D for all cones C at w with non-empty intersection 
with D. Hence, if the intersection of A with the set of all cones C at w with C fl D # 8 
is empty, we may suppose that D consists of the union of Ep and either finitely many 
or cofinitely many cones at w. In the second instance, D obviously can be written as 
the intersection of sets of types (ii)-( as required for the conclusion of the claim. 
Hence, we assume that D contains only finitely many, but not all cones at w. It is 
enough to produce an A-definition of this set of cones. If IEa = 0, then there is nothing 
to show. So we assume this is not the case. Let 
B = {c E M \ D: C(c;dl,d~) for all distinct dl,d2 E D} 
and B’ = M \ (D U B). The A-definable set B’ consists of all the cones at w disjoint 
from D. Using B’, the required A-definition of the set of all cones at w contained in 
D is 
{d E D: (Vb E B’)(Vd’ E D) -C(d;d’,b)}. 
Now we deal with the possibility that there is some a E A which is an element 
of some cone C at w for which C fl D # 0. Suppose first that all cones at w other 
than C are contained in D. For w # cc to be the least upper bound of ZEjO as it was 
defined, we must have that C c M \ E”. Let B’ be as defined in the preceding paragraph 
(although we do not claim anything here about the structure of B’). Then we obtain 
an A-definition of M \ C as 
{d ED: (Vb E B’)C(d;a,b)} 
and so obtain an A-definable subset of D of the form required in the conclusion of the 
claim. 
To complete the induction and with it the proof of Claim 3.5.1, it remains to consider 
the case that there is a cone C’ at w distinct from C which has non-empty intersection 
with the complement of D. Then, with B’ as above, we see that 
Do = {d E D: (3 E B’) -C(d;a,b)} 
defines the intersection of D with the set of cones at w. Hence D \ DO = EF, if 
non-empty, has the form required for the conclusion of the claim. 
So we are left with the case D = DO. We may assume also that there are no cones 
C” at w which are contained in D. This is because from DO it is easy to give an 
A-definition of the set of all such, and we finish. Hence, by C-minimal@ we may 
suppose that there are only finitely many cones Cl,. _ . , C, at w that have non-empty 
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intersection with D. Note that each of these cones also must intersect M \ D and A. 
In particular, each Cj is A-definable. By the definition of w, we also must have pb2. 
Now we consider the A-definable set Ci rl D. Let ~1,. . . , ug E T n Cl be the least upper 
bounds of the intervals in the definition of the sets of type (iv) that appear in the 
definition of Eio. Let w’ E Ci be the infimum of ~1,. . . ,I+. Notice that q < k. Let 
J = (w,w’). We now can replace EiO by E’ = ET U E;, where ET = J(M) and E; 
is given by the sets of type (iv) corresponding to ~1,. . . , ug, and apply induction. This 
completes the proof of Claim 3.5.1. 0 
We return now to the proof of the existence of prime models over A. So we assume 
that D is an A-definable subset of M which is of the form guaranteed by Claim 3.5.1. 
We must show that D contains a subset which is an A-atom. Since cones C such that 
C n A = 0 cannot be split A-definably, if D consists of the union of a finite or cofinite 
set of cones at some node of T then any A-definable subset of D must be either a finite 
or cofinite set of cones at r, in which case we produce an A-atomic subset of D easily. 
So we now assume that D is given as the intersection of sets of types (i)-(iv). In the 
analysis that follows, we again assume for simplicity of exposition that the intersection 
defining D contains no sets defined by formulas of the form x # b. These easily may 
be incorporated into the argument, and we leave this to the reader to note. 
We first suppose that D is the intersection of sets which includes one of type (ii) 
or (iii). Since pairs of such sets are nested or disjoint, we may suppose that D is a 
subset of one such set, C. If there is no set of type (iv) in the intersection, then D 
must be either a cone at a node, in which case we are done, or it is a set of cones at a 
node. In the second case, since no cone contained in D can be split by an A-definable 
set, by C-minimality all A-definable subsets of D are finite or cofinite sets of cones in 
D and we also finish. 
So now suppose that the intersection defining D also contains sets of type (iv). First 
assume that C is the set of all cones at a node u. Let [v, uj) (or [v,uj] as the case 
may be) for j = l,..., k be the collection of intervals in C that are associated with 
the sets of type (iv) in the intersection defining D. We remark that an interval [u,uj] 
may occur twice or more if, for example, two or more cones at uj are excluded from 
D. With this proviso, we may assume that ui and ui are incomparable for i # j. Let 
w be the infimum in T of (~1,. . . , uk}. We write D as the disjoint union of the set 
El associated with the interval [u, w), and the set E2 which is the union of the sets 
associated with the intervals (w, uj) (or (w, Uj]) for j = 1,. . . , k and all cones at w 
except those which contain the intervals (w,uj) (or (w, uj]) for j = 1,. . . , k. We now 
claim that El is A-definable. If v = w, then D = E2 and so this is clear. Now suppose 
that w > u and E2 # 0. If there is no element of A contained in the set of cones at M’, 
then the cone at v containing w is a subset of D since it has non-empty intersection 
with D and cannot be split A-definably. But this is contrary to our assumption that 
the intersection defining D includes a set of type (iv). Hence, there is some a E A 
contained in the set of cones at w. As in the proof of Claim 35.1 we now can define 
that subset B’ of the complement of D whose elements are contained in some cone at 
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some uj, from which it is easy to define E 2 - we leave the, by now, tedious details 
to the reader. If E2 # 0 (or u = w) we work inside E2 and argue essentially as in the 
final induction in the proof of Claim 3.5.1. If however E2 = 8 and hence that v # w, 
then we can give an A-definition of the set E3 of all cones at v except that which 
contains w. From this we easily finish. 
So let C be a single cone at V. By the definition of a cone, there is a node w > 
v which is the inlimum in T of the nodes Uj for j = 1,. . . , k associated with the 
sets of type (iv) in the intersection defining D. As above, we definably decompose 
D into El and E2. If E2 # 0 we argue as before. Hence, we may assume that D 
is the complement in C of the union of the cones at w. Notice that for any t E 
(u, w), no cone at t with the exception of that containing w may be split by an A- 
definable subset of D. With this observation, it now is routine but tedious to see that 
from any A-definable proper subset of D it is possible to define the set of all cones 
at some t E (0, w) minus that containing w, from which we obtain an A-atom as 
before. 
Lastly, if D is given by a finite intersection of sets of type (iv), then the analysis is 
just the same as that we have given above - just take u = -co. So the proof of the 
existence of prime models is complete. 0 
Uniqueness: We first recall that a structure JV = (N,. . .) is constructible over A c N 
if N \ A can be enumerated as a sequence (bg : /I < a), for some ordinal a, so that 
each bg realizes (in ~9’) a principal type over A U (6, : y < /I}. Any model that is 
constructible over A is prime over A and any two models that are constructible over 
A are isomorphic over A. It also is well known that if the isolated l-types over A are 
dense in the set of all l-types over A, then there exists a model that is constructible over 
A. Hence, it suffices to prove that any model that is prime over A also is constructible 
over A. (See [21] or [30], e.g., for the facts cited above.) 
So let .M be prime over A. Every element of N lies in a subset of N that is 
defined by an A-atomic formula. We first prove that every such subset of N must be 
countable. Then we complete the uniqueness proof by giving a construction of JV over 
A. Preparatory to establishing these facts, we must obtain finer information about the 
structure of sets defined by A-atomic formulas. 
By Claim 3.5.1, we may assume that if D is the subset of N defined by an A- 
atomic formula, then D is the union of a finite or cofinite set of cones at some 
node of T or the intersection of sets of type (ii)-( (Again, for simplicity in 
bookkeeping, we ignore sets of type (i) and their complements.) As in the exis- 
tence proof above, in the second alternative we write D as the disjoint union of 
El and E2, and we let the greatest lower bound and least upper bound of the in- 
terval associated with El be, respectively, u and w in T U {ho}. We wish to prove 
that: 
Claim 3.5.2. Either D is the union of a jinite or cojinite set of cones at some node 
of T or D = El (module sets of type (i) and their complements). 
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Proof. We may suppose that D is the disjoint union of Ei and Ez. We first assume 
that El # 0 and that w # 00 (if w = 00 then D is either a cone or the set of all 
cones at u). The argument in this case divides according to whether A has non-empty 
intersection with a cone at w. If the intersection of A and the cones at w is empty, then 
the intersection of D with the set of cones at w consists of some non-empty finite or 
cofinite collection of cones, which, by the definition of w, must exclude some cone at 
w. But this is impossible, since the cone at u containing w has non-empty intersection 
with D and has empty intersection with A, and thus must be either a subset of D or 
disjoint from D. So assume now that there is some a E A contained in a cone C, at w. 
If there is another cone at w which has non-empty intersection with the complement 
of D, then it is a simple matter to define El, and hence D = El. We now let 
B = {c E M \ D: C(c;dl,d~) for all distinct d,,dz E D} 
and assume that M \ (DUB) c C,. By the definition of w, we see in this case that for 
every t E a for which t > w, there is some b E M \ D that meets a above w but at or 
below t. But then we can define El over A by 
{d E D: M\(DUB)c{b: C(d;a,b)} 
A(Fld’)(C(d;a,d’) A M\(DUB)c{b: C(d’;a,b)})} 
and we finish also. 
Assume now that El = 0. If A has empty intersection with each of the cones at 
w having non-empty intersection with D, then D consists of a (necessarily) finite or 
cofinite set of cones at w. Thus, we assume that there is a cone C at w that contains 
some a E A and which satisfies C n D # 0. We first observe that D c C. For if not, 
then 
{d E D: (3d’ E D)C(d’;a,d)} 
defines CnD, which is impossible since D is an A-atom. But now, by the definition of 
w - recall we are assuming that w # cc - D must be the intersection of C and finitely 
many sets of type (iv) determined by elements b E C and nodes u E b. But it would 
follow that the infirnum t of all such u must be greater than w, which contradicts the 
definition of w. This finishes the proof of the claim. 0 
We next prove: 
Claim 3.5.3. Every D c N dejned by an A-atomic formula is countable. 
Proof. If (A] = 1, then there is nothing to prove, since N is countable. We thus may 
take (A( 22 and hence suppose that D is a subset of a set of type (ii), (iii), or (iv). 
So, modulo a finite set, D is given by one of the possibilities of Claim 3.5.2. 
Let 9 = (D, C) be the structure with domain D and the induced C-relation, and let 
9s = (Do,Co) be a countable elementary substructure. To show that D is countable, 
weprove that Jlr~ = (DoW’\W,C,~~A is an elementary substructure of (N, a)oEA. 
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Toward this end, observe that 9 and 90 satisfy the usual back-and-forth criterion 
for one finite relational structure to be an elementary submodel of another. Namely, 
for each n-tuple & of distinct elements in DO and each m E N, there is a sequence 
(4F : j < m) such that each Zj is a non-empty set of partial isomorphisms of 90 
into $9 extending the identity mapping on d which satisfies both I,?, c I,? whenever 
j + 1 < m and the back-and-forth property. Since C is a ternary relation, we require 
that the domain of each partial isomorphism consists of at least three elements to avoid 
trivialities. 
We now assert for any m, any j < m, and any f E I?’ that the mapping f * with 
domain dom( f) U (N \ D) defined by 
f’(b) = 
f(b) if b E dom(f ), 
b ifbEN\D 
is a partial isomorphism from Jl/‘c into (JV, a&. This has to be checked only for 
triples in dom( f * ) not entirely contained in either DO or N \ D, and it is easily verified 
using Claim 3.5.2. From this, it follows that J-0 + (JV,.)~,A as required. 0 
To finish the proof that X is constructible, we make use of a well-known lemma 
of Harrington (see [30]), which asserts that if the isolated types over all subsets of all 
models of a complete theory T are dense in the set of all types over the given subset, 
B c CC D are substructures of a model of T such that D is atomic over B and for any 
complete type over B either all or none of its realizations in D are in C, then D is 
atomic over C. We begin the construction by listing A. Now suppose that (6, : a -c A) 
is a construction of B c N over A so that N is atomic over B. Let c E N \ B, and let 
CO be the countable set of realizations of the atomic type over B realized by c. It is 
routine to extend the construction to C = B U CO by a construction of length o, and 
by Harrington’s lemma, N is atomic over C, so that we may continue. This completes 
the proof of the uniqueness component of Theorem 3.5. c3 
We next observe the failure of the Exchange Property for C-minimal structures. 
Thus, a good theory of dimension for this class of structures cannot be developed in 
complete analogy with the strongly minimal and o-minimal case. However, in 1141 it is 
shown that a satisfactory notion of dimension for C-minimal structures is still possible. 
Moreover, Proposition 6.1 of [ 141 shows that the following example gives essentially 
the only way that algebraic closure can fail to have the Exchange Property. 
Example 3.2. Let Y = (T, < ) be the countable 2-homogeneous tree which is a meet 
semilattice and has exactly two cones at each node, and let J? = (A4, C) consist of 
a countable dense set of maximal chains with the induced C-relation. Let D,,Dz c 2’ 
be disjoint cones at the same node in Y and let A c DI be a maximal antichain 
in DI. There is a natural C-relation on A obtained by identifying each a E A with 
P, = {b E D1 : b < a}, its set of predecessors in DI, and considering {PO : a E A} as 
a set of maximal chains in the subtree of 9 whose universe is UaEAPa. We denote this 
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C-structure by SQ. It is easy to verify that d Z 4. Also, if we let 92 denote the C- 
structure whose universe, I&*, is the set of elements in A4 contained in the cone Dx and 
whose C-relation is induced by Dz considered as a subtree of Y-, we also observe that 
$32 2 A’. We now fix an isomorphism f : aI -+ 22 and let F : M -+ M be a function 
which is the identity on chains not lying in DI and takes any chain passing through 
a E A to f (Pa). Finally, let Jz” = (M, C, D,, 9, F), where DI and 02 are interpreted 
in the obvious way. It can be checked that all quantifier-free definable subsets of M 
which are definable in JY’ are definable in &?. Moreover, it also can be seen that J?’ 
admits elimination of quantifiers (for every n there are only finitely many quantifier- 
free n-types consistent with Th(&), and there is an automorphism between any two 
n-tuples in M realizing the same quantifier-free type) and so is C-minimal. However, 
if & 1 D,(d), then F(d) E acl ({d}) \ acl(0) but obviously d $! acl ({F(d)}). 
The next example shows that a C-structure may have the property that all its defin- 
able subsets are finite boolean combinations of sets of types (i)-(iv) as in Example 2.5 
and yet not be C-minimal. This is in contrast with what is true for o-minimal structures 
[17]; that is, C-minimality is a property of theories rather than structures. 
Example 3.3. Let T be a countable 2-homogeneous tree such that there are exactly two 
cones at each node of T, and let T* be the tree consisting of the union of countably 
many disjoint copies of T, which we denote by T; for i < o, joined at a root node 
r. For i < o let Di be a countable dense set of maximal chains in Ti U {r}. Let 
(M,C) be the C-structure with domain lJico Di and the C-relation induced from T*. 
For a,b E M let a < b just in case a E Di, b E Dj, and i < j. We also let Pj, for 
j < o, be a new unary predicate which is interpreted in M by 
Pi(a) * a E Dj, 
and for k E w, let Rk be a new binary relation symbol whose interpretion on M2 is 
given by 
Rk(a, b) ti a E Di and b E Di+k for some i < w 
for all a,bEM. NOW let ~=(M,c,<,Pj)Rk)j,k~~. 
Using the fact that the substructures (Diy C) of (M,C) admit elimination of quan- 
tifiers [6], it can be checked that d also has quantifier elimination. It follows that 
every subset of M definable in _& is quantifier-free definable in (M,C), and hence 
the same holds for the reduct _&o = (M, C, c) of J?. However, there are structures 
JV=(N,C,<)t=Th(.4Y )’ 0 m which the definable subsets of JV are not quantifier-free 
definable subsets of (N, C). For example, let N be such that the set of cones at the 
node r has order type N + Z under the order induced by the preorder < . 
We also remark that if .44 = (M, C,. . .) is a C-structure, then there is a Hausdorff 
topology on JZ with a uniformly definable basis, the set of cones. The structure 4 is 
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not topologically totally transcendental in the sense of [22], however, since it does not 
satisfy Hypothesis B as given on Section 4 of [22]. 
4. C-minimal groups and fields 
Definition 4.1. A C-group is a structure ‘3 = (G, ., 1, C) so that (G, ., 1) is a group, C 
is a C-relation on G, and 
Y k C(x; y,z) - C(uxu; uyu, Uzu) (4.1.1) 
for all x, y,z, u, v E G. A C-minimal group is a C-group which is also a C-minimal 
structure. 
Definition 4.2. A C-jeld is a structure S = (F, +, -, ., 0, 1, C) so that (F, +, -, ., 0,l) 
is a field, C is a C-relation on F, and both multiplication by non-zero elements and 
addition preserve the C-relation as in (4.1.1). A C-minimal field is a C-field which is 
also a C-minimal structure. 
We begin with C-minimal groups; fields are discussed in Theorems 4.8 and 4.9. 
Example 4.1. Let Q be the rational numbers and let (G, +, 0) be the direct sum of 
copies of Z/22 indexed by Q. We view elements of G as sequences of zeros and ones 
indexed by the rational numbers with finitely many non-zero terms, and denote the rth 
term of a E G by a,. For a, b, c E G, define 
C(a; b,c) if and only if (3 E Q)(Vq<r) [b4 = c4 A a, # br]. 
It is clear that 9 = (G, +, 0, C) is a C-structure and satisfies (4.1.1). We show that 3 
is C-minimal by verifying that Th (3) admits elimination of quantifiers. 
Let 3ycp(y, X) be a formula where cp(y, X) is quantifier-free. We may suppose that 
cp(y, X) is a conjunction of atomic and negated atomic formulas. Let Y’ = (G, C). 
Because all elements of (G, +) have order two and 3 satisfies (4.1.1), we also may 
suppose that each atomic formula occuring positively or negatively as a conjunct in 
cp(y, X) has the form 
y=Xi,+'*'+Xi 9 
0 = Xi, + " ' +Xi:y 
C(Xi, + " ' + Xi,;Xjl + * * ' + Xj,,Xk, + ’ ’ ’ + xk,,). 
We now note that in [6] it is proved that 9’ admits elimination of quantifiers, from 
which it easily follows that 3ycp(y, 2) is equivalent relative to Th (Y) to a quantifier- 
free formula. 
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We remark that it is a simple matter to modify Example 4.1 by adding a finite 
group to Y as a direct summand, to obtain a non-abelian but abelian-by-finite C- 
minimal group. Later in this section we show that a C-minimal group is either abelian 
or contains a definable abelian normal subgroup A so that G/A has finite exponent. 
Observe also that since $9 is locally finite, it is No-categorical. In fact, Aut $9 is a 
Jordan group. The Jordan sets are the complements of sets of the form 
H,. = {x E G: ZQ = 0 for all q < r} where Y E Q. 
Note that each such set H, is the union of all cones at a certain node. The group induced 
on each Jordan set by the pointwise stabilizer of the complement is imprimitive. This 
example is closely related to the groups discussed in Section 6 of [6], to the ordered 
vector spaces of [32], and to some Jordan groups constructed by Neumann and Praeger 
in unpublished work. Observe that {H, : r E Q} forms an infinitely descending chain 
of subgroups with trivial intersection and that the equivalence relations arising from 
the coset spaces yield the C-relation (see Theorem 4.4, below). 
Example 4.2. Let p be a prime, Q, be the field of p-adic numbers, and v : 62, -+ 
Z U {CQ} be the usual valuation. We define a C-relation on Q, by 
C(a;b,c) * v(c - b) > v(c - a) 
for a,b,c E Q,. It follows by quantifier elimination (see [33, Section 21, for example) 
that (Q,, +, 0, C) is C-minimal. Similarly, (Z,, +, 0, C) is C-minimal where Z, denotes 
the set of p-adic integers. 
We now develop some structure theory for C-minimal groups. As usual, for a C- 
minimal structure 9, we let (Ty, < ) denote the (interpretable in 9) tree of nodes at 
which pairs of chains in 9 meet, and we always omit the subscript $9. The following 
is easy to verify. 
Lemma 4.1. Let Y be a C-minimal group. The right and left regular representations 
of G on itself yield induced actions on T that preserve <. 
Lemma 4.2. Let 9 be a C-minimal group, CC G be a cone at a node s E T, and 
g E G. Then Cg is a cone at the node s g. Similarly for the action induced on T by 
the left regular representation of G on itself: 
Lemma 4.3. Let Q = (G, ., 1, C) be a C-minimal group and let H be an infinite 
dejinable subgroup of G. Then there is t E T lying on the maximal chain 1 E G so 
that H contains the cone at t containing 1. 
Proof. By C-minimality, H must contain some cone D at some node s E T. Let 
h E H n D. Then, C = Dhh’ is a cone which is contained in H and contains 1. This 
gives the result. •i 
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The first general result concerning C-minimal groups deals with the case in which 
all orbits of G on T induced by the right regular action are antichains. Examples 4.1 
and 4.2 illustrate this possibility. Lemma 4.7 establishes that any orbit which is not 
an antichain must be a disjoint union of chains in T. The multiplicative group of a 
non-trivially valued algebraically closed field provides an example in which there is 
a totally ordered orbit (see the remark following the proof of Theorem 4.11). For an 
example of the more general phenomenon, let K be a C-minimal group having a totally 
ordered orbit and let H be a finite group. We regard G = K x H as a C-group by 
taking the cosets of K module H as the cones at a (new) node r. Since the resulting 
C-structure 9 is interpretable in K, it follows that 9 is C-minimal with an orbit of 
the underlying tree which is the union of finitely many chains. Theorem 4.8 concerns 
the possibility that there is a totally ordered orbit and Theorem 4.9 handles the more 
general assumption that there exists an orbit which is not an antichain. We do not 
know if it is possible for a C-minimal group to have more than one orbit which is 
not an antichain. We also do not know if there are C-minimal groups which are not 
of the type given in Theorem 4.8-by-finite. 
Theorem 4.4. Let Y = (G, -, 1, C) be a C-minimal group. Suppose that ail the orbits 
of G on T induced by the right regular action of G are antichains. Let I be the 
maximal chain in T which is the identity element 1 E G. Then there two families 
{H,:tEI} and{KI:tEI} f o non-trivial &definable subgroups of G satisfying 
(i) H, 2Ks 2Hr >Kt for s, t E I with s > t and 
n{HI : t E I} = n{Kt: t E I} = { 1); 
(ii> for all a1,a2,a3 E G, 
C(gl;gz,g3) @ (3t E O(gzg;’ E HI A a&’ $H,); 
(iii) Hl and K1 are normal in G for all t E I; 
(iv) K,/H, is abelian for all but finitely many t E I. Moreover, if K,/H, is injnite 
then it is elementary abelian or divisible abelian, and tf it is divisible then Kt also is 
abelian; 
(v) There is a definable abelian subgroup A < G such that GfA has finite exponent. 
Proof. We assume that Y is very saturated; that this does not matter is made explicit at 
the appropriate place in the proof. For t E Z, we let Hr be the cone at t which contains 
1 and KI be the union of all cones at t. Then (i) is immediate once we prove that 
Ht and KI are subgroups of ‘3 for all t E I. To prove closure under multiplication, it 
suffices by Lemma 4.2 to prove that th = t for any h E KI. This follows easily because 
all orbits of G on T are antichains and h E K,. Similarly, closure under inversion 
holds because 1 E K,h-’ and so th-’ = t for all h E Kz. Statement (ii) is evident by 
construction. 
Now we prove (iii). Let t E I and g E G \ Kt. By Lemma 4.2, we have that g&g-’ 
is the union of all cones at some node of T, and since 1 E gKrg_‘, this node must 
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be some s E I. We assume for a contradiction that s # t, and so, without loss of 
generality, that s < t. We thus have that Kt is a proper subgroup of KS = gK,g-’ and 
that g has infinite order. Observe also that gj # KS for all j E Z \ (0). 
Claim 4.4.1. Either 
(a) there is some node u E I so that infinitely many diflerent cones at u contain 
powers of g, or 
(b) there are infinitely many di@izrent v E I at which a power of g meets I. 
Proof. Suppose that (b) fails, and let u E I be greatest such that a power of g, say 
gm, meets I. By induction on j > 1, we show that gim and gilrn meet at u for all distinct 
non-negative i, i’ < j, from which the claim follows. For the induction it suffices to 
prove that g”” and g(j+‘jrn meet at u, where O<i< j. First suppose that i > 0. Then 
g (i-l)m and g jm meet at u. But since g’” and g(i+‘jm meet along gim and orbits are 
antichains, we must have that they meet at u also. Now we finish with the case i = 0. 
By the choice of u, we have that g(j+‘jrn and 1 meet at or below u. But if they meet 
at some w < u, then g(j+‘jm and gjm also mee t at w. But since 1 and g” meet at u, 
this contradicts orbits being antichains. q 
Returning to the proof of (iii), since Co(g) is infinite and definable, it follows from 
Claim 4.4.1 and C-minimality that there is some node w < s and some cone C at 
w not containing 1 so that Cc Co(g). Since C is a right coset of H,,, in K,, we 
see that Zf, <CC(g). Hence, as KI c H,,,, we have g E Cc(Kl), a contradiction. So 
gKlg-’ = Kt for all g E G and it follows that gH,g-’ = Ht for all g E G also. 
Now we turn to the proof of (iv). Suppose that K,/H, is infinite. By C-minimal@ 
k/H‘ is strongly minimal and hence elementary abelian or divisible abelian. Suppose 
now that it is divisible. Then there is an h E KI \ Ht of infinite order whose powers 
lie in infinitely many cones at t, since these are just cosets of Hf in Kt. It follows by 
C-minimality that the definable subgroup 
K = cc(h) n cG(cG(h)) 
contains all but finitely many cones at t since it contains the infinite group generated 
by h. But as K rl K1 GK,, we have that K, GK. Hence, since K is abelian, so is Kt. 
To complete the argument for (iv), we first note by what we have just shown that 
all the non-abelian factor groups K,/H, must be among those which are finite. Let X 
be the definable subset of G consisting of the union of all cones not containing 1 at 
nodes t E I such that K,/H, is non-abelian, and let Y CX be the definable subset of 
X containing all cones at nodes t E I which have order 2 in KJH,. If Y contains 
infinitely many such cones, then by C-minimality there is a node s E I such that Y 
contains all cones at s except H,. Then KS/H, is a finite group of exponent 2, hence 
abelian. But this contradicts the fact that Y cX. So there can be only finitely many 
nodes t E Z for which KJH, is non-abelian and contains an element of order 2. At 
all other nodes t E I such that K,/H, is non-abelian, the factor group must therefore 
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have odd order and so by the Feit-Thompson Theorem be solvable. In particular, for 
such t the set of non-identity commutators in K,/H, must be a proper subset of the 
set of cones at t not containing 1. Let Z be the definable subset of X \ Y consisting 
of the union of those cones that are non-identity commutators. Arguing as above, if Z 
contains infinitely many cones at nodes t E I, we contradict solvability at some node 
s at which KS/H, is non-abelian and of odd order. Hence, there can be only finitely 
many nodes t for which K,/H, is non-abelian, which completes the proof of (iv). 
Lastly, we prove (v). If G has finite exponent or is abelian, then we are done. 
So we assume not. It follows that G contains an element h of infinite order. We let 
K = CG(h) II &(CG(h)), as in the proof of (iv). The definable subgroup K is abelian, 
and, since it contains the group generated by h, is infinite. We show that there is some 
t E I such that Ht <K and in particular that Ht is abelian. This follows from the more 
general assertion. 
Claim 4.4.2. Let K be an infinite definable subgroup of 3. Then there is some t E I 
so that either H, or K, is a subgroup of K of Jinite index, 
Proof. By Lemma 4.3, there is a cone Cc at some node s E I which contains 1 and 
is a subset of K. In particular, CO = H, and so H, <K. By C-minimality, a definable 
union of a totally ordered set of cones is again a cone or equal to G (For this we 
note that since the nodes of the cones in the definable union are definable, if they are 
bounded below in T then by C-minimality they must have a greatest lower bound in 
T.) Hence, there is a least node t E I for which Ht SK. Since for all cones C at t 
and g E C we have H,g = C, it follows that CC K for any cone C at t such that 
C fl K # 0. Hence, by C-minimality again, either K intersects - and hence contains 
_ only finitely many cones at t or it contains all but finitely many cones at t. In the 
first case, we assert that Ht has finite index in K. For this first observe that all cosets 
of Ht in K must be cones at nodes of T (by Lemma 4.2), and so the set of nodes 
A c T corresponding to all such cosets forms an antichain in T. Since there are only 
finitely many cosets of Ht in K at t, there can be only finitely many cosets at each 
s E A. But by C-minimal@ and the choice of t, the set A must be finite and thus Ht 
has finite index in K. Now suppose that there are infinitely many cones at t and that 
K contains all but finitely many of them. Since K n Kt < K1 and it is not possible that 
[K,: K fl KI] > 1, we have that K, <K. Then, arguing as in the first case, it follows 
that Kl must have finite index in K. 0 
Returning now to the proof of (v), we note that the existence of an abelian Ht d G 
as guaranteed by Claim 4.4.2 can be expressed by a first-order sentence, and thus there 
is no loss of generality in assuming that Y is sufficiently saturated. As the definable 
union of a chain of cones in a C-minimal structure is either a cone or the entire 
structure and as we have assumed that G is not abelian, there also is some w E Z 
so that H, is abelian and that the same does not hold for any u < w. We finish the 
proof by showing that either GIH, has finite exponent or K,,, is abelian and G/K,+, has 
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finite exponent. Indeed, if G/H, does not have finite exponent, then there is an h E G 
of infinite order such that h” $! H,,, for all n > 0. Suppose first that h $ K,,,. Then, 
as h has infinite order, the argument used to prove Claim 4.4.1 yields that there is 
some node u < w in the tree T underlying 3 so that H, < Co(h) rl Co(Co(h)). But 
this contradicts the choice of w. If h E K,,,, then K,,, is abelian by Claim 4.4.2 since 
the powers of h lie in different cosets of H, in K,. Then certainly G/K, has finite 
exponent. Hence, the proof of the theorem is complete. 0 
In special cases, we can obtain additional information. We have: 
Theorem 4.5. Let 3 = (G, ., 1, C) be a C-minimal group such that all orbits of G on 
T induced by the right regular action of G are antichains. Suppose further that 
(i) the order type of 1 c T is w, and 
(ii) there is a jnite bound Q on the munber of cones at each node of T. 
Then G is abelian-by-finite. 
In combination with Theorems 4.8 and 4.9 below, this result implies that all 
C-minimal groups Y satisfying (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4.5 are abelian-by-finite. 
Proof. We assume that 3 is a counterexample to the theorem and argue towards a 
contradiction. We adopt the notation of Theorem 4.4 and also identify the chain I = 
1 c T with w with the usual ordering. Observe first that K,,+l = H,, for each n E o, 
so we drop all further reference to the K,, n E co. We first assert that: 
Claim 4.5.1. The group (G, ., 1) has finite exponent. 
Proof. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 4.4(v), if the claim is false there is some 
n E o so that H, <G is abelian. But H,, has finite index in G, so we conclude that 
G is abelian-by-finite, contradicting the supposition that G is a counterexample to the 
theorem. 0 
So we assume that G has exponent k, and assert that: 
Claim 4.5.2. The group G is locally finite. 
Proof. For a contradiction, let A be an infinite, r-generated subgroup of G. By the 
hypothesis that the number of cones at each node of the underlying tree T is bounded 
by Q and that each H,, is normal, it is easy to see that for some subsequence (Hfij: j < 
co) with H,,, = HO, the subgroups Aj = A n Hmj of A form a strictly decreasing chain 
with trivial intersection such that each Aj is normal and of finite index in A. Hence, 
the quotients A/A/ are arbitrarily large finite r-generated groups each of exponent no 
greater than k. The existence of such groups contradicts Zelmanov’s theorem [34]. Cl 
We now prove 
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Claim 4.53. Let K < G be injinite and deJinable, and let K’ denote the derived sub- 
group of K. Then K’ is dejnable and has jnite index in G. 
Proof. Since K is infinite and definable, it contains a cone, i.e., a coset of some 
H,,,O in G. Since K is a group, it then must contain H,,,O. We now show that H,’ is 
definable and has finite index in G for all n. Toward this goal, we first observe that if 
{hhl: g,h E Hm) is finite for some m, then HA is finite by Claim 4.5.2. In this case 
there is some j >m so that Hj’ is trivial. It then follows that G is abelian-by-finite, 
contrary to our assumption. Thus, X, = {[g, h] : g, h E H,,} is infinite for all n. Given 
any n, since X,, is infinite and definable, it contains some cone, i.e., a coset of some 
H,,,” in G. We then have that H,,,” <H,‘. Hence, HL is the union of finitely many cosets 
of H,,,“, and so is definable and of finite index in G (as in the proof of Claim 4.4.2). 
Finally, since H,& <K’, the full claim follows easily. 0 
Let (yi(G): i E IY) denote the lower central series of G, that is, y,(G) = G, 
and yi+t(G) = [G,yi(G)] for all iB 1. Using Claim 4.5.3 (and its proof), we see by 
induction that each yi(G) is an infinite definable subgroup of G which has finite index 
in G. 
We next assert hat without loss of generality, we can assume that the lower central 
series is a properly decreasing chain. To see this, let us fix i E N. Assume for the 
moment each quotient G/H,, is a p-group for some fixed p. Then, since G/H,, is finite, 
it is nilpotent. Let j be least so that Hj <J+(G), and so yi(G) is the union of finitely 
many cosets of the (finite) set of cosets of Hj in G. It follows that Yi(G)/Hi+I # 
{ 1 }, and thus by nilpotency, there is some n E N SO that yi( G)/Hj+l C yn( G/Hj+l ) 
and yi( G)/Hj+l @ yn+l (G/Hj+I ). From this, it is easy to see that yi+t (G) is properly 
contained in yi(G) as claimed. So it remains to show we can assume that G/H,, is a 
p-group for some fixed p. Toward this end, let the exponent of G be N, as given 
by Claim 4.5.1. Then certainly HJH,,+l has order no greater than N. For each prime 
factor p of N, we can define the set 
X, = U u {C : C is a coset of H,,+I in H, and C has order 
nEo 
a power of p in H,,/H,,+, }. 
(Note that each such C is a cone at some node which does not contain 1.) Since 
G \ { 1) is the union of finitely many such X,, by C-minimality there must be some 
no and some p such that Hno \ { 1) cX,. It follows that H,/H,,, is a p-group for each 
m > no. So we then can replace G by H,, as G/Hm is finite. 
Now let S be a set of representatives in G for G/yz(G) and let (S) denote the 
subgroup of G generated by S. We now assert hat 
Yi(G)< (S) y)+,(G) for all i> 1. 
This is proved by induction via a simple computation with commutators, and the details 
are left to the reader. But since the lower central series is a proper decreasing chain, 
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it follows that (S) must be infinite. This contradicts Claim 4.5.2, and hence the proof 
of the theorem is complete. 0 
Now we turn to the case in which not all orbits of G on T induced by the right 
regular action are antichains. The next two lemmas show that any orbit which is not 
an antichain must be a disjoint union of chains. 
Lemma 4.6. Let 9 = (G, ., 1, C) be a C-minimal group and s2 be an orbit of G on 
T induced by the right regular representation of G. Then there do not exist nodes 
r,s, t E Q satisfying r < s, r < t, and slit. 
Proof. For a contradiction, suppose that there are such r,s, t E IR. Let g E G be such 
that r, t E g. Multiplying by g-’ if necessary, we may assume that g = 1. Now let 
h, k E G satisfy rh = s and fi = t. Since r E 1, we have that s E h and t E k. Let 
1 and h meet at U. We have that r < u < rh. Hence, h-’ and 1 meet at uh-’ where 
ti-’ < uh-’ c r. Arguing inductively, we find for all j E Z that hi-’ and hj meet 
between rh’-’ and ti’, strictly below rhJ. In particular, (h), the group generated by h, 
is infinite, and since (h) c Co(h), we see that the definable group Co(h) is infinite also. 
We next claim that by C-minimality there is an infinite interval I c T such that 
I n {r": j < 0) is infinite and Co(h) contains each cone other than that containing 1 
at each element of I. To see this, suppose more generally that A c T is an infinite totally 
ordered set of nodes lying on an element p in a C-minimal structure, and let X be a de- 
finable set in the structure such that the set of nodes at which elements of X meet p is 
exactly A. By C-minimality, there is a cofinite subset B of A which is a union of inter- 
vals in T such that X contains every element of the structure which meets p at a node 
of B. In particular, B contains an infinite interval 1. For the claim we wish to make, let 
p be the identity of the group and let X be Co(h). (So A is infinite because it contains 
each of the nodes rh’ .) Clearly, we may suppose further that u < r for all u E I. 
We now assert that k q! Co(h). To see this first observe that as rh = s > r, we 
have rhk = sk > $( = t, and since rk = t > r we have fib = th > rh = s. So if 
k E Co(h), then 9’ = rkh, which would imply that s and t are comparable, contrary 
to our assumption that SI It. The same argument in fact shows that k” does not lie in 
Co(h) for all n > 0, since rk” > t for n > 0. 
Finally, let S be the set of those elements of G lying in cones at nodes of Z which 
do not contain 1, and let j < 0 be such that rh’, rh”’ E Z and rh’ is not an endpoint of 
I. But as u E Zh-’ and u is not an endpoint of Zh-‘, it follows that k E Sh-i c Co(h), 
a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 4.7. Let B = (G, ., 1, C) be a C-minimal group and suppose that some non- 
trivial orbit Sz of G on T is not an antichain. Then 52 is the disjoint union of chains 
Ly c T, where S is some index set, such that: 
(i) L,llLc for all v # 5, that is, rlls for all r E L, and s E Lg; 
(ii) Lg has no least element and is unbounded above in T for all 5 E S, and Ltqg 
for any g E G; 
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(iii) Either IS/ = 1 and f2 is not bounded beiow in T (equivalently, fz has greatest 
lower bound -CO) or for each 5 E S, we have that Lc has a greatest lower bound in 
T. In either case, each chain Ly is maximal in T above its greatest lower bound. 
Proof. We first partition Sz according to the relation 
SNI if and only if s < t or t <s. 
Since T is a tree by Lemma 4.6 we see that N is an equivalence relation whose 
classes, which we denote by Lg for 5 ranging over some index set S, are totally 
ordered. Assertion (i) follows by definition. 
We next argue that for each t E 52 there is some s E Sz such that s < t. Since 
1Q2) # 1 there are v,w E 52 such that v < w. Let t E Q be arbitrary. To obtain 
an s E Q such that s < t, we take s = vg where g E G is such that t = wg. 
It follows that Q has no minimal elements, and similarly has no maximal elements. 
Hence, the same holds for each chain Lt. The first clause in (ii) now follows. We 
complete the proof of (ii) by contradiction. Indeed suppose that there is some r and 
g such that Lc c g. Let h E G meet g at a node s E Lc such that there is some 
t E Ll with t > s. By Lemma 4.6 there is no v E Q n h satisfying v > s. Observe 
that (Lo g-lb c h and hence that w<s for all w E (Lr)g-‘*. Since Q is a G-orbit 
we have S2g-lh = Q and so there is some r E Q such that t = r-Seth. But then 
Y E Lc c g and it would have to be the case that +-lh E h. This completes the proof 
of (ii). 
Now we prove (iii). For each I$ E S, we see that {t E T: t < Lt} is de- 
finable and hence by C-minimality is either empty or has a greatest element rc. 
In the first instance Lc is unbounded below in T - in which case we take rq = 
--co - and in the second rt is the greatest lower bound of Lg. By (ii) we see 
that every chain Lg (possibly equal to Q) determines a maximal chain of T above 
rt - i.e., 
4 = {t E T: u<t<v for some u,v E L,} 
is a maximal chain in T above rg. We prove (iii) by showing that G C Lg. Let s E Lg, 
t E 4, and let g and h be elements of G which meet 4 at, respectively, s and 
t. As multiplication by g-‘h maps g to h and fixes Q, it follows from Lemma 4.6 
that sg-lh < t. Let CC G be the cone at s containing g. So C has empty intersec- 
tion with Q again by Lemma 4.6. By Lemma 4.2, Cg-‘h is a cone at rQ-lh that 
contains h. Since C has empty intersection with Q, the same also must be true for 
Cg-‘h. As Lt is unbounded in T, we must have sg -‘h = t and thus t E Lg as 
desired. Cl 
The next result gives a fairly complete description of C-minimal groups in the 
case that some orbit on the underlying tree induced by the right regular action is a 
chain. 
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Theorem 4.8. Let Y = (G, ., 1, C) be a C-minimal group. Suppose that there is a 
non-trivial totally ordered orbit Q of G on T induced by the right regular action of 
G. Then: 
(i) If t is the node of T at which 1 meets Q, K1 is the cone at t containing 1, and 
K2 is the union of all cones at t that do not meet Q, then KI and K2 are subgroups 
of G; 
(ii) K1 as in (i) above, with its induced C-relation, is a C-minimal group, and the 
C-structure on all other cones at nodes of !2 is induced by translation from K, by 
elements of G \ K1 ; 
(iii) G is abelian and divisible; 
(iv) G/K2 can be naturally identijed with Sz with the induced ordering. As such 
it is an o-minimal ordered group and hence divisible abelian. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.7, we first note that 52 is a maximal chain in T and s2 c g for all 
g E G. 
For the proof of(i), we begin by showing that K1 and K2 are subgroups of G. Since 
h E K1 h for all h E K, , to prove that K, is closed under multiplication it suffices by 
Lemma 4.2 to show that t” = t for all h E KI. Since Q is totally ordered, th > t or 
th < t. We show that the neither of the strict inequalities can hold. Suppose first that 
th > t. Since h meets Q at t it follows that h # Klh, and this contradicts the fact that 
1 E K1. So now assume that th < t. But then, t < the’ and also 1 E K1 h-‘, which 
is impossible since 1 meets Q at t. The proof that K1 contains the required inverses 
is similar once we observe that hh’, 1 E K1 h-’ for all h E K,. We leave the similar 
arguments for K2 to the reader. 
Statement (ii) is obvious, so we now turn to (iii). We first prove that K2 < Z(G). 
Let g E G \ K2 and let g meet B at s. Since it is easily checked that P = s, we see 
that sg # s and hence that g2, which meets Q at sg, must be distinct from g. Arguing 
similarly, we see that g must have infinite order and that the elements gm for m E h 
meet 52 at distinct nodes. In particular, since the definable group Co(g) contains all 
powers of g, there is an infinite interval I c B such that each cone at a node of I, 
other than that which contains 0, is contained in Co(g). Now let s be in the interior 
of I, let D C CC(g) be the union of all the cones at s that have empty intersection 
with s2, and let h E D. Then, Dh-’ = K2, from which we obtain K2 c cc(g). Since 
this holds for all g E G \ K2, we obtain K2 < Z(G) as desired. 
Now we show that G is abelian. Let g E G \ K2, and let 
Z, = {s E Q: Co(g) n C # 8 for some cone C at s with C n 52 = 8). 
We observe that Zg contains an interval which, for some m E k4, includes the nodes 
at which g” and g”‘+’ meet Q. It also follows easily by translation and the fact that 
K2 Cc&) that CC Co(g) for all cones C at nodes s E I, such that C has empty 
intersection with Q. Let tg be the node at which g meets 51 and suppose that tg > 
t. By translation by gem we see that [t, tg] cZ,. Now let h E G \ K2 with h # g. 
Without loss of generality - by taking h-’ in place of h if necessary - we may 
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suppose that if th is the node at which h meets a then th > t. Then, if th < te, 
we obtain h E Co(g). Likewise, if tg < th then g E Cd(h) and so h E Co(g) 
also. But since this holds for every h E G \ K2, we have Co(g) = G and so G is 
abelian. 
We complete the proof of (iii) by showing that G is divisible. Let g E G \ K2. 
As we have argued above, g has infinite order, and all of the powers g* of g meet 
Q at distinct nodes. Let tp denote the node at which gm meets 52, and without loss 
suppose that tg > t. We easily see that t& > tg- whenever k > m. Now we fix 
n # 0. Since the group generated by g” is contained in G”, it follows that G” is in- 
finite and definable. Moreover, by C-minimality, there is some open interval I c Q 
such that I contains a cofinite subset of {tp: m E IW} and each cone at each 
node s E I which does not meet 0 is contained in G”. It follows that I contains 
some cofinite subset of { tp : m E fW }. Suppose that tgm, t ,+l E I, and hence that 
gm, gm+’ E G”. We immediately see that g E G”, and, since g E G \ K2 was chosen 
arbitrarily, that G \ K2 c G”. Translation by g-” of the coset of K2 consisting of all 
cones at 9”’ that do not intersect 52 shows that K2 c G”, whence G” = G. Thus G is 
divisible. 
As for (iv), we first note that G/K2 can be identified naturally with 52, since cosets 
consist of all cones at a node of Q that have empty intersection with 52. Moreover, via 
this identification the ordering on Q makes G/K2 into an ordered abelian group. Since 
all of this can be done definably (working with definable sets of equivalence classes 
of the definable equivalence relation G/Kz), by C-minimality it follows that G/K? is 
an o-minimal group, and hence by [23] that G/K2 is divisible. Cl 
We now state and prove our most general result about C-minimal groups in the case 
that some orbit of the underlying tree induced by the right regular action is not an 
antichain. 
Theorem 4.9. Let Y = (G, ‘, 1, C) be a C-minimal group and let I be the maximal 
chain in T which is the identity element of G. Suppose that there is a non-trivial orbit 
of G on T induced by the right regular action of G which is not an antichain and 
that there does not exist an orbit which is a chain. Then there is some w E IU{-00) 
and there are two families {H,: t d w} and {Kt: t < w} of non-trivial subgroups of 
G such that 
(i) For all t < w the orbit 0, oft induced by G is an antichain; 
(ii) H, <,K, <,Ht <,Kt for s,t<w with s > t and 
n{Ht: t < w} = n{K,: t < w} = K,; 
(iii) Ht and Kt are normal in G for all t < w and H, is divisible abelian; 
(iv) Kt/Ht is abelian for all but finitely many t < w. Moreover, tf K,/Ht is infinite 
then it is elementary abelian or divisible abelian, and tf it is divisible then Kt also is 
abelian; 
(v) There is a dejnable abelian subgroup A < G such that GfA has finite exponent. 
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Proof. Let Q be a non-trivial orbit which is not an antichain. By transitivity of the right 
regular action and by Lemma 4.7, we see that QnZ contains an interval whose greatest 
lower bound we denote by vo. Let C,, C G be the cone at vo containing 1. For every 
h E C,, we have that ( Cvn)h is a cone at a node of h which contains h (where we here 
abuse notation slightly and regard C,, as a subset of the underlying tree T in the ex- 
pression (Cv,)h). Applying Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7 we find that QnC,, is totally ordered, 
which, combined with the observation just made, yields that (Qn Cvn)h c C,, . We now 
wish to prove that C,, is a (C-minimal) subgroup of G. For all h E C,, we have 1 H h 
under the mapping x H xh, and by Lemma 4.2, we have that C,,h is a cone containing 
h. From that fact that vo is the greatest lower bound for 0 n C,, it easily follows that 
C,,h c C,, and so C,, is closed under multiplication. The argument to show that C,, 
is closed under inversion is similarly easy. So we may regard C,, with the induced 
C-relation and group operation as a C-minimal group with a totally ordered orbit to 
which Theorem 4.8 applies. Notice in particular that C,, is a divisible abelian group. 
For any node v E I which is the greatest lower bound of the intersection with I of 
some non-trivial orbit D which is not an antichain, there is an interval Ja c I n 52 of 
which v is the greatest lower bound. Let V be the definable set of nodes v E I which 
are the greatest lower bounds of the intersection with I of some non-trivial orbit which 
is not an antichain. It follows from C-minimal@ that V must be finite. Let w be the 
least element of I’. For t <IV, we let iVt be the cone at t which contains 1 and Kl be 
the union of all cones at t. We clearly have that H,,, is a divisible abelian group. So 
we have proved the last assertion in (iii). 
For any t < w the orbit Q1 of t must be an antichain since otherwise we contradict 
the definition of w. Hence (i) is proved. It is easy to verify that the proof of the 
relevant parts of Theorem 4.4 work equally as well in this setting with I replaced by 
I sW = {v E T: v < w}. This establishes the remaining clauses in the conclusion of the 
theorem. q 
We now briefly discuss C-minimal fields. The main result is Theorem 4.11, saying 
that a non-trivially valued algebraically closed field can be equipped definably with a 
C-relation so that the field together with the induced C-relation is a C-minimal field. 
One of the principal results of [14] establishes the converse assuming that all fields 
elementarily equivalent to the given one as C-structures are C-minimal. 
Proposition 4.10. Let (F, +, -, ., 0,l) be a jeld, (r, +, 0, c ) be an ordered group, 
and let v: F --t r U {m} be a non-trivial valuation. Then: 
(i) The relation C(x; y,z) dejned on triples (a, b,c) E F3 by 
C(a;b,c) w v(b - c) > v(a - c) 
defines a C relation on F3 with respect o which (F,+, -, .,O, 1, C) is a C-field; 
(ii) The afine group F+ >Q FX acts as a 2-transitive group of automorphisms of 
the C-structure (F,C) by 
u(g,h) = ha + g for a, g,h E F with h # 0. 
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Proof. It is easily checked that the relation C(x; y,z) defined in (i) is a C-relation 
with respect o which (F, +, -, .,O, 1, C) is a C-field - details are left to the reader. 
The proof of (ii) also is straightforward. 0 
We note in passing that if a C-structure (X,C) admits a 2-transitive group of auto- 
morphisms, then the union of any set of cones at any node t of the underlying tree T 
is a Jordan set. Since the theory of any non-trivially valued field in a language with the 
C-relation is unstable, it follows by [30, Ch. VIII, Theorem 2.11 that for any uncount- 
able cardinal K there are 2“ non-isomorphic C-structures of power K with the property 
that the union of any set of cones at a node is a Jordan set for the automorphism 
group. 
Before stating the next result, we recall the easily verified fact that if (F, v, r) is a 
non-trivially valued algebraically closed field, then the value group r is divisible and 
the residue field F, is algebraically closed. 
Theorem 4.11. Let (F, v, I’) be a non-trivially valued algebraically closed field and 
let C(x; y,z) be the C-relation induced from v as in Proposition 4.10. Then 9 = 
(F, f, -, ., 0, I, C) is a C-minimal field. 
Proof. We introduce a binary relation, Div, to be 
Div(a,b) ti v(a) < v(b) 
for a,b E F. Since Th(F,+,-,.,O, 1,Div) admits 
interpreted in F by 
elimination of quantifiers (see [33, 
Theorem 3.21) and the C-relation defined in 4.8(i) is definable in this lan,wge, it 
certainly suffices to prove that any subset of F defined by an atomic formula in 
(F,+, -, ,,O, 1, Div) is quantifier-free definable in the C-structure (F, C). The atomic 
formulas to be considered are 
p(x) = q(x) and Div(p(x),q(x)) where p(x>,q(x) E F[xl, 
Formulas of the fist kind present no difficulty, and so it remains only to consider 
formulas of the second kind. 
We have 
p(x) = fi(x - ai) and q(x) = fi(x - bj), 
i=l j=l 
where ai,bj E F for i= l,..., k and j= I,..., tn. Then, 
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where Ci E F d ri E Z for i = l,... , k, and g E r. It suffices to prove that X is 
quantifier-free definable in (F, C). We verify this by induction on n. For n = 1 this is 
trivial. So we now assume that n > 1 and that the claim holds for all p < n, and 
show it holds for n. We first observe that if Y C F is quantifier-free definable in (F, C) 






is quantifier-free definable in (F, C). Without loss of generality, suppose that v(c1 - 
C2)<V(cl - Ci) for all i = 2,..., n. Using the fact that v(a + b) = min{v(a),v(b)} if 
v(a) # v(b), we see that 
= x: v(x) < v(c, -Q)A er. v(x)=-g 
{ (i=l ‘) ’ ) 
U X:V(X)=V(CI-C2)r\T~V(C1--2)+~TiV(X+C1_Ci)~~ 
{ i=2 1 
U 
i 




The first set is quantifier-free definable in (F, C) by the n = 1 case, and the second 
and third are so by induction hypothesis. So we finish. 0 
We also observe that if 9 is as in Theorem 4.11, then (F*;, l,C) is a C-minimal 
group such that the regular action of the group on itself admits a totally ordered orbit 
on the underlying tree T, as in the hypothesis of Theorem 4.8. 
5. Other variants of o-miniiality 
Here we consider mainly group expansions of familiar structures that do not have 
additional definable subsets. We begin with cyclically minimal groups, in which case 
there is a complete classification. Then we show that there are no tree-minimal groups. 
Lastly, we discuss group expansions of the countable universal homogeneous graph 
and the countable universal homogeneous partially ordered set, for which we obtain 
partial results. Complete definitions appear below. 
Definition 5.1. Let .M = (M, . . .) be an L-structure. Then 93 = (A. ., 1) is an A- 
minimal group if: 
(i) (M, ., 1) is a group; 
(ii) B is A-minimal; and, 
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(iii) the right and left regular representations of 9 on itself induce automorphisms 
on A. 
Notice that Definition 5.1 includes the definition of a C-minimal group as a special 
case, as it should. 
We recall (see [12], for example) that a structure (M, K), where K is a ternary 
relation, is a cyclical ordering if for all a, b, c, d E M we have 
(Kl) K(a,b,c) -+ (a#bAa#cAb#c); 
(K2) for distinct a, b, and c, exactly one of K(a, b,c) or K(a,c, b) holds; 
(K3) K(a,b,c) -+ K(b,c,a); 
(K4) K(a,b,c)A K(a,c,d) -+ K(a,b,d). 
If 3 = (G, K, ., 1) is such that (G, K) is a cyclical ordering and 9 is a (G, K)-minimal 
group, then we call 9 a cyclically minimal group. Theorem 5.1 offers necessary and 
sufficient conditions that a cyclically ordered group be cyclically minimal. Sufficiency 
was first noted by Francois Lucas. Similar results concerning o-minimal groups have 
been obtained by Razenj [24]. In fact, we do not develop a general theory of cyclically 
minimal structures ince once a point of such a structure is named, the complement 
carries an induced total ordering under which it is o-minimal. 
Theorem 5.1. The cyclically ordered group 9 = (G, K, ., 1) is an infinite cyclically 
minimal group if and only if B is divisible, abelian, and its torsion subgroup is 
isomorphic to the group of roots of unity considered as a cyclically ordered subgroup 
of the group of complex numbers of absolute value one. 
For the right-to-left implication we require the following theorem of Rieger ([25-271; 
see also [12,31]) as well as its proof as found in [12]. 
Theorem 5.2 (Rieger). Let ‘29 = (G, K, -, 1) be a cyclically ordered group. Then there 
is a totally ordered group X = (H, < , .H, 1~) and an infinite cyclic subgroup 9“ = (z) 
such that 
(i) 1~ < z and z E Z(9); 
(ii) for all h E H there is an m E Z for which zm < h < zm+’ ; 
(iii) G E+ H/Z”; 
(iv) for g E G, let r-s denote the unique element of H satisfying 1 < rs < z and 
9r-s = g. Then K(g, h, k) holds if and only if rs < rh < rk. 
For the left-to-right implication we need: 
Lemma 5.3. For any cyclically ordered group Y = (G, K, ., 1) and all a, 6, c E G, if 
K(a,b,c) then K(c-‘,b-‘,a-‘). 
Proof. It clearly suffices to show that K( 1, a, 6) then K(b-‘, a-‘, 1) for all distinct 
a, b E G. For a contradiction, suppose that K( 1, a, b) and K(a-‘, b-‘, 1) for some a, b E 
G. From K(a-‘,b-‘, 1) we obtain K( l,b,ba-‘) from which we have K( l,a, ba-‘) 
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and K(a, b, bu-I). Using K(a-‘, b-l, 1) again, we have K(b,a, bu). Combined with 
K(u,b,bu-‘) this yields K(bu,b,bu-‘) and thus K(u, La-‘). But from K(l,u,bu-‘) 
we obtain K(u,uz, b). If u2 = 1 this contradicts K(l,u, b). If not, K(u,u’, b) together 
with K(l,u,b) gives K(1,u,u2). We then have K(u-‘, 1,~) which contradicts 
K(u, La-‘). 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. In this proof, we establish several facts about cyclically ordered 
groups which may be known but which we did not find in any of the sources we 
checked. 
We first prove the right-to-left implication. By carefully examining the construction 
of the group X in the proof of Rieger’s Theorem, we assert hat if we begin with a 
cyclically ordered group ‘3 satisfying the conditions of Theorem 5.1, then the result 
is a divisible abelian ordered group. Only the reason why 2 is divisible deserves 
mention. For this, the crucial point is to show that z is divisible, and this follows from 
the hypothesis that 93 contains a copy of the complex roots of unity. Details are left 
to the reader. Thus, we have that 3’ is o-minimal. The group B can be interpreted in 
S’ as having domain [ 1 ,z) with addition given by 
g.h= 
1 
9 'H h if g ‘,, h < Z, 
(g ‘H h)z-‘H if g ‘H h > z 
and K interpreted in the obvious way. By the o-minimality of 2, we easily see that 
Y is cyclically minimal. 
Now we prove the left-to-right implication. Throughout we use the abbreviation (a, b) 
for {c E G: K(u,c, b)}, where a, b E G, and similarly for half-open/half-closed and 
closed intervals. We begin by showing that: 
Claim 51.1. An infinite cyclically minimal group ‘3 does not have any proper injnite 
de$nable subgroups. 
Proof. For a contradiction suppose that H is a counterexample. Then by cyclical min- 
imality H contains an interval - i.e., a set of the form (a, b), [a, b), (a, b] or [a, b] for 
some a, b E G. By translation and symmetry, we may assume that 1 is an element 
of such an interval I, that I has the form (a-‘,~) or [a-‘,~], and that Z is maximal. 
Assume first that I = (a-‘,~). By maximality, we have that (a-‘, 1) # 0, and so we 
can choose c E (a-‘, 1). Multiplying by a, it follows that K(l,cu,u) and so cu E H. 
But since c E Z-Z, we obtain a E Z-Z contradicting the maximal@ of I. Now suppose 
that I = [a-‘,~] and that u2 # 1. Assume first that K( 1, a, u2) holds. Since (1, a) is 
non-empty, so is (a,~~). If c E (a, u2), then K( l,ca-‘,a) and so c E H which again 
contradicts the maximality of 1. Alternatively, suppose that K( l,a2,u) holds. Let c 
be such that K( l,u,c). Then K(u2,u,c) and hence K(u, l,cu-‘). Thus, cu-’ E I. It 
then follows that c E H, which also violates the maximal&y of I. So we are left with 
the possibility that u2 = 1, or u-’ = a. But then K(u-‘, 1, a) would be impossible 
by (Kl). Cl 
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Now we prove that B is abelian. The elements of finite order of any cyclically 
ordered group are central (see Theorem 20 in [12], e.g.), and so if 3 contains no 
element of infinite order then ‘3 is abelian. Thus, suppose that g E G has infinite order. 
Then Cd(g) is an infinite definable subgroup of 59, and so by Claim 5.1.1 is equal to 
G. Hence g E Z(G) as required. 
To prove that 9 is divisible, we first note that the elements of finite order of any 
cyclically ordered group form a subgroup of the complex roots of unity (see Theo- 
rem 20 in [ 121 again). Hence, {g E G: g” = 1 } is finite for all m E N \ (0). For each 
m E k.J the definable subgroup Gm is thus infinite and equal to G by Claim 5.1. I. So 
Y is divisible. 
We now wish to prove that multiplication is continuous with respect o the topol- 
ogy on G generated by the basis consisting of all open intervals (a,b). We show 
in general that this holds for any cyclically ordered group. For this, we first ar- 
gue that if (G,K) is the cyclical order underlying a cyclically ordered group, then 
either (G,K) is dense (that is, for every a, b E G there is some c E G so that 
K(u,c, b)) or it is discrete (i.e., for all a E G there is a 61 E G so that there 
does not exist some c E G satisfying K(bl,c,u) and there is a bz E G so that 
K(u,c, b2) fails for all c E G). Indeed, if the ordering is not discrete, then we may 
suppose that there is some as E G such that for all b E G there is some c E G 
satisfying K(b,c,uo) (the argument is the same if K(uo,c, b)). By translation to any 
other a E G, we have that the same holds at a also, and density of (G, K) then 
follows. 
If the ordering is discrete, then continuity of multiplication is trivial. If the ordering 
is dense, then, as translation by group elements maps intervals to intervals and the set 
of intervals around a point forms a neighborhood basis, it is clear that such translations 
are continuous. Continuity of multiplication then is clear. 
Next we show assuming cyclical minimality that (G, K) is dense. It suffices by 
translation to prove that for every a E G there is some c E G so that K( 1, c, a). The 
argument divides according to whether or not a is a torsion element. 
First assume that a” = 1 for some m E N. For a contradiction, suppose that the 
interval (1, a) = 0. By translation, it follows that (ak,u”+‘) = 0 for all k. An easy 
induction shows for all k > 1 that ( l,ak) = {a,. . . ,&-I}. For k = m this contradicts 
the fact that G is infinite. So we now assume that a has infinite order. It is easy to 
see that we are done unless K(u’,aj,ak) for all non-negative integers i < j < k. So 
we assume this and also that all of the intervals (&,&+I) for j > 0 are empty. By 
divisibility, there is some b E G satisfying b2 = u. We may suppose that K( 1, d, b) for 
all j > 0 since again we otherwise would be done. We then have K(b, buj, 1) for all 
j > 0. Consider A = {c2: c E [b, 1)). Since {(bd)2: j 2 0) = {a2i+‘: j 2 0}, by cycli- 
cal minimality there is some d E [b, 1) and m > 0 so that d2 = uZm (in fact there are 
many such d and m). We then have (du-“)2 = 1 and r = da-“’ # 1. We have either 
K( 1, r, b) or K( 1, 6, r), and argue for a contradiction in either case. Suppose first that 
K( 1, r, b). Multiplication by b yields K(br, a, b). By our assumption that the interval 
(1, a) is empty, we also have K(br, 1,a). Combining these two, we obtain K(br, 1, b). 
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Multiplying K( 1, r, b) by r gives K( 1, br,r), and from this and K( 1, b, br) we derive 
K( 1, b, r), a contradiction. So now we assume that K( 1, b, r). Since K(b, 1, a), we have 
K(a, b, r). Multiplication of K( 1, b, r) by r gives K(r, br, 1 ), and from this and K(r, 1, a) 
we have K(r, br, a). Combining this last relation with K(a, b, r) gives K(a, b, br). But 
multiplication of K(l, b,r) by b yields K(a, br, b), which is impossible. So the proof 
that (G,K) is dense is complete. 
We finish the left-to-right implication by showing that for every m 22, there is 
some r # 1 satisfying F = 1. For then by [ 12, Theorem 201, it follows that G 
contains the complex roots of unity as a subgroup as required. We first show by 
induction that for each m > 1 there is an r,,, # 1 so that rim = 1 and moreover 
K( 1, r,+l , r,,, ) for all m 2 1. For the case m = 1 we consider the definable sets Xr = 
{u E G \ (1): K(1 ,~,a*)} and X2 = {u E G \ (1): K(l,u*,u)}. Assuming that 
u* # 1 for all a # 1, these sets partition G \ { 1). They also are non-empty since 
K( 1, a, a*) implies K( 1, a-*, a-’ ). By cyclical minimality, each of these sets con- 
sists of the union of finitely many intervals and points, and we let b # 1 be a 
“boundary point” of one such interval. By the continuity of the mapping x H x2 
and the density of G, we easily reach a contradiction if either b E XI or b E X2. 
Hence, there must be some rl # 1 satisfying rf = 1. Assume now that we have 
rl,..., r,,,. Since G is divisible, there is some c E G satisfying c* = r,,,. We must 
have K( 1, c, rl ) or K( 1, crl, rr ), and since (crl )* = r,,,, we may assume the former. We 
want to show that we can take r,+l = c. Clearly Cam+’ = 1, so it suffices to show 
that K( l,c,r,,,) holds. If m + 1 = 2, we are done, so we suppose that m 22. From 
K( 1, r,,,, r-1 ) we have either K( l,c,r,,,) or K(r,,,,c,rl ), and for a contradiction assume 
the latter. Multiplying by r1 . - . r,,,c yields K( 1, r2 . . . r,,,c, c). Since K( 1, c, rl ), we have 
K(l,rz... r,c, rl ). We also obtain K(rl, r2 . . . r,,,c, rl . . . r,,,) by multiplying K(r,,,, c, t-1 ) 
by r2+..r,,,. 
Applying Lemma 5.3, we have from K( l,r,,q) that K(r,‘,r;‘, 1), or equiva- 
lently, since rl = rl’ and r;’ = rl . . . r,,,, that K(rl,rl . . . r,,,, 1). Combining this with 
K(r,,rz...r,c,rl ...rm) gives K(rl,r*.. . r,,,c, 1). But this contradicts K( 1, r2 . . . r,,,c, 
rl), which completes the proof. 
Now let n > 0 be given which is not a power of 2. We first show that there is 
some c E (1, rl) such that c” = rl. For a contradiction suppose there is no such c. 
Then the sets Yt = {u E (1,r1): K(l,u”,q)} and Y2 = {a E (1,rl): K(l,rr,u”)} par- 
tition ( 1, rl ). If we show they are non-empty, consideration of the continuous mapping 
x H x” yields a contradiction by cyclical minimal@ and the density of (G, K). Choose 
m so that 2m-’ < n < 2”. Then easily K(l,r$,,rt) and K(l,rl,rE_,), which shows 
that YI and Y2 are non-empty. So let c # rl satisfy P = rr . Hence (c* )” = 1. Because 
the torsion elements of G form a subgroup of the complex roots of unity we must have 
c* # 1, and hence taking d = c* we have shown that there is some d # 1 satisfying 
d” = 1 as required. 0 
Theorem 5.4. Let F = (T, < ) be an injinite tree which is not a total order. Then 
there does not exist a Y-minimal group. 
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Proof. For a contradiction, suppose that 9 = (T, 6, ., 1) is such a group. We first 
show that if h, k E T satisfy h, k > 1 and are incomparable, then hk # kh. To see this, 
observe that since h > 1 we have hk > k, and similarly that kh > h. The assertion 
immediately follows since h and k are incomparable. 
Now let g E T with g > 1. It follows that (g) is infinite, and as (g) 6 CT(g) that 
the definable subgroup G(g) is infinite. By Y-minimality, CT(g) must contain some 
interval [g”,g”+‘] C T, where [gn,gn+‘] = {t E T: g” < t < g”+‘}. Translating by g-“, 
we have [l,g] c CT(g). 
By the hypothesis that Y is not a total order and by Definition S.l(iii), there are 
h, k > 1 which are incomparable. We have 1 < h < kh, and so h E Cr(kh) by the 
argument above. But then it follows that kh = hk, which is impossible. 0 
Notice in the proof of Theorem 5.4 that we only require that right multiplication by 
group elements preserves the group structure. 
For our results concerning the countable universal homogeneous graph and the count- 
able universal homogeneous partially ordered set, we begin with some more general 
facts. For an L-structure A, a definable X c M, and a finite F CM, we say that X 
controls F if F has finitely many translates under Aut J?{~). We note that this is 
equivalent o the assertion that there is some finite F’ > F which is fixed setwise by 
Aut JtX) (just take F’ to be the union of the finitely many translates of F under 
Aut JZ{~) ). It is easily verified (and follows from results in [ 15, Section 61) that for 
many homogeneous structures, every definable set controls some non-empty finite set. 
In particular, it is shown there - and is easily verified directly - that this holds for 
the countable universal homogeneous graph and the countable universal homogeneous 
partially ordered set. 
Lemma 5.5. Let Ji be an infinite L-structure and suppose that every quantifier-free 
definable subset of M controls some finite non-empty set. If 3 = (A,+, 1) is an 
&-minimal group, then there does not exist a proper infinite dejnable subgroup 
of 3. 
Proof. Suppose that H were a proper infinite definable subgroup of $9. By JZ- 
mmimality, H is quantifier-free definable in ~2, and hence controls some finite F c M. 
However, the right regular action of H on B fixes H but must map F to i&tritely 
many distinct translates, which is impossible. 0 
The following must be known, but we include a proof for completeness. 
Lemma 5.6. Let B = (G, ., 1,. . .) be an expansion of an infinite group such that no 
group elementarily equivalent to it has a proper infinite definable subgroup. Then 
either G is abehan, or it has Jinite exponent and contains a finitely generated in- 
jinite subgroup. Moreover, tf G is abelian then it is elementary abelian or 
divisible. 
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Proof. We separate into cases according to whether or not G has finite exponent. 
Assume first that G has infinite exponent. Then there is some 9* = (G*, .*, l*, . . .) 
elementarily equivalent o Y which contains an element h of infinite order. Since 
Co*(h) is infinite and definable, it follows that Co.(h) = G’. Hence (h) < .Z(G*). So 
Z(G* ) = G*; that is, G* is abelian. 
Now suppose that G has finite exponent. We may assume also that G is locally 
finite, since if this were not the case we would be done. If G is not abelian, then 
Z(G), which is definable, must be finite. By [ 131, since G is infinite and locally finite, 
it has an infinite abelian subgroup H. Let g E H \ Z(G). Then Co(g) is a proper 
infinite definable subgroup of G, which is impossible. So G is abelian. (This argument 
was suggested to us by John Wilson and simplifies our original proof.) 
For the last assertion, we note for any n E IV that if G is abelian then G” = {g”: 
g E G} is a definable subgroup of G, and so is either equal to G or finite. If G” = G 
for all n E N then G is divisible. So assume that G” is finite for some m E N. Let 
f: G ---) G be given by f(x) = xm. Since kerf in this case is an infinite definable 
subgroup of G, it must be equal to G and hence Cm = { 1). Furthermore, we may 
choose m to be prime, since otherwise G has a proper infinite definable subgroup. 
Hence G is elementary abelian. 0 
Combining these two lemmas and the remarks preceding Lemma 5.5, we see that 
any M-minimal group, where .M is the countable universal homogeneous graph or 
the countable universal homogeneous partially ordered set, must be divisible abelian or 
elementary abelian, or have finite exponent and contain an infinite, finitely generated 
subgroup. This observation guides the next two results we present. 
Proposition 5.7. Let S = (P, 6) denote the countable universal homogeneous par- 
tially ordered set, and let Y = (9, f, 1) be a S-minimal group. Then (P, +, 1) is a 
divisible abelian group. 
Proof. Let g E P be such that g > 1. It follows that g has infinite order, and hence 
by the preceding remarks that (P, +, 1) is abelian and divisible. 0 
The following result demonstrates that there exist appropriately minimal group ex- 
pansions of the countable universal homogeneous graph. We do not know, however, 
even if every such group is abelian. We also have not investigated the possibility of 
group expansions of other countable homogeneous graphs. 
Theorem 5.8. Let r = (r,-) be the countable universal homogeneous graph, where 
N is the edge relation. Then there is a r-minimal group 59 = (r,-, .,) such that 
(r, ., 1) is an elementary abelian 2-group. 
Proof. The construction of $9 is via a Fraisse-style argument [ll]. Let & be the 
class of all finite structures (A4, -, ., 1) where (M, -) is an undirected graph (which is 
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loopless) and (M, e, 1) is an elementary abelian 2-group such that each element induces 
an automorphism of (M, -) by translation. We now show that d has the amalgamation 
property in the sense of FraissC [ 10,111, that is: 
Claim 5.8.1. Let Mo,Ml,Mz E d be such that MO is a substructure of A4i for i = 1,2. 
Then Ml and M2 can be amalgamated over MO in d. 
Proof. We may assume that MI n M2 = MO. The amalgam N will have as its domain 
the set of all equivalence classes of elements of MI x Ml modulo =, where (bl, b2) x 
(b{,bi) if and only if bib,’ = a = bib;’ for some a E MO. Let [(b,,bz)] denote the 
%-equivalence class of (bl, b2) E Ml x M2. We identify MI with {[(b, l)] : b E MI} 
and MI with { [( 1, b)] : b E M2). Notice that (a, 1) x (1,~) for all a E MO, and so 
we have [(a, 1 )] = [( 1, a)] for all a E MO. We next define a group operation . on N 
by 
[(bi 3 h )I . Kb:, b; )I = Kh 6: 3 bzb; )I 
for all [(b,, bz)], [(b’,, bi)] E N. It is easily verified that this operation is well-defined 
and extends the induced group operations on the embedded copies of Ml and M2. 
Now we define the edge relation - on elements of N. We first define a binary 
relation ~0 on the embedded copy of Ml U M2 by 
Kbl, 111-o W’,, 1)l @ bl N 6 for b,,b’, E Ml, 
KLbz)l NO i-W:)1 ++ b2 N b; for b2,b; E M2, 
and 
Kbl, 1)l $0 NLbz)l for bi E Mi \ MO for i = 1,2. 
It is a simple matter to verify that -0 is well-defined. Next, for [(bl, bz)], [(b’,, b;)] E 
N we set 
[(bl,bz)l - Kb:,b;)l * W$,‘J)l NO WJ&*)l- 
To see that N is well-defined, it is enough to show that 
I(&, 1)l -0 [(l,h)l +- [(ha, 111 -0 [(Lha)l 
for all bl E MI, b2 E M2, and a E MO. To see this, observe first that 
[(bl, 111 -JO [(Lb2)1 @ [(bta,a)l NO [(ah)1 
@ [(ha, 1)l a [(La)1 NO KLbza)l. [(a, 111 
ej [(ha, 1 )I . [(a, 1 )I -0 [( 1, bs)l . [(a, 1 )I. 
Thus, we need only prove that multiplication on the right by elements of the embedded 
copy of MO in N preserves wO. This is easily checked from the definition of -0 using 
the fact that Mr ,M2 E ssf. To complete the proof that N E ~4, we note the obvious 
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statements that - extends the edge relations on A41 and Ml, and translation by an 
element of N induces a graph automorphism of (N, -). 0 
By Fraisse’s Theorem [ 111, it follows from Claim 5.8.1 that there is a countable uni- 
versal homogeneous Y = (G, N, ., 1) whose collection of finite substructures is exactly 
d. We now prove that (G, -) is isomorphic to the countable universal homogeneous 
graph (r, -). For this, we must show that for any disjoint finite A, B C G there is some 
c E G so that c - a for all a E A and c + b for all b E B. Given such A and B, let 
(M -3 ., 1) E & be the (finite) substructure of ‘?J generated by A U B. We now define a 
new structure (M 0 (d), -, ., 1) where d # M, d2 = 1, and - is given by the symmetric 
closure of 
(W.l)N(M2,1) - m N m2, 
(m,l)-(1,d) H mEA, 
(w,d) - (mz,d) * (ml, 1) N (w, I), 
and 
(ml,4 - (m2,l) H (mrm2 -‘, 1) - (1,d). 
The verification that (M 0 (d), -, e, 1) E d is routine. 
To complete the proof of the theorem, it remains just to show that Q is a (G, -)- 
minimal group. It is apparent that Y satisfies (iii) of Definition 5.1. By homogeneity 
and o-categoricity, ThQ admits elimination of quantifiers. Using that $ is an abelian 
2-group and satisfies Definition S.l(iii), we also see that any definable subset of Y is 
equal to a boolean combination of subsets of G defined by formulas of the form x = c 
or x N c with c E G, and hence that 9 is (G, -)-minimal. 0 
In Section 3, we collected some general facts about A-minimal structures. Our 
final result, which clearly admits of generalization, shows that in some special cases 
it may be possible to develop further the model theory of A-minimal structures. In 
particular, Theorem 5.9 shows that any r-minimal expansion of the countable universal 
homogeneous graph has the Exchange Property and thus that a satisfactory dimension 
theory is possible. The proof was suggested by Anand Pillay. 
Theorem 5.9. Let I’ = (r, -) be the countable universal homogeneous graph, and let 
%M = (r,--,... ) be a r-minimal expansion of r. Also, for Xc r let acl(X) be the 
algebraic closure of X in _.M. Then, for all E c r and a, b E r, if b E acl(a, E) \ acl(t) 
then u E acl( b, 5). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that E = 0. Let L+ denote the 
language of JX. By hypothesis, there is an Lf-formula cp(x, y) and n E N such that 
JY k cp(b,a) A VY 3% CP(X,Y). 
Let A = {y E r : d k cp(b, y)}. If A is finite, then a E acl(b) as desired, so we 
now assume that A is infinite. By r-minimality, A is defined by some quantifier-free 
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formula +(y,d*), where d* c I’, in the language L = {-}. As b E acl(d*), we must 
have d* $ acl(0), for otherwise b E acl(0). Let 
D = {a E rlh@*): 44 b 3xVy[cp(x,y) * $(y,&]}. 
Again, since b $4 acl(0), we have that { $(r, 2): d E D} must contain infinitely many 
pairwise distinct non-empty subsets of r. For d E D let d(j) denote the jth coordinate 
of 2. By a standard d-system argument, we also may assume that there is some 
p < lh(d*) and il < ... < i, < lh(d* ) such that all L? E D agree in coordinates 
’ , . . . , i, and d(j) # d’(k) for all d,d’ E D and distinct j,k # il,. . . , i,. By the fact 
kat {+(T,d) : 2 E D} contains infinitely many pairwise distinct non-empty subsets 
of r, there are JI,..., dn+l E D such that the sets $(r,di) for i = l,...,n + 1 are 
pairwise distinct and non-empty. For i < n + 1, let ei E f satisfy 
JY kvY(V(eivY) * d4Y9di)). 
By what the d-system argument allows us to assume about d,, . . . , Jn+l and standard 
properties of the countable universal homogeneous graph, there is some e E r so that 
(Recall that @ is quantifier-free in the language containing only -.) Since the sets 
defined by $(y, ji) for i < n + 1 are pairwise distinct, we have that et,. . . , e,,+l are 
distinct. But then 
IIf1 
M + A cp(ei,e), 
i=l 
which is impossible. q 
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